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ABSTRACT
Dot gain is the increase in size of a halftone dot or
array of dots that takes place in the stages of
reproduction of an image from original film to printing on
a substrate. Uncontrolled dot gain is a source of multiple
print quality problems including color variation, loss of
detail and high waste factors during printing. Several
factors have been identified as causes of dot gain. One
factor that had not been investigated was the effect of
press operating speed on dot gain.
The purpose of this investigation is to study the
effect that press speed has on dot gain. The experiment
was designed to test the hypothesis that dot gain
decreases as the operating speed of the press is
increased.
Experimentation was performed on Rochester Institute
of Technology's Harris M-1000B web press. The press was
operated at four different speeds. Measurements of ink
density were recorded from the sample press sheets
collected during the experiment. The density measurements
were analyzed and converted to dot area for comparison.
Statistical analysis of the data collected affirmed an
inverse relationship between press speed and dot gain.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Purpose
The purpose of this research was to investigate the
relationship between dot gain and the speed at which a web
offset lithographic printing press is run. Preliminary
research indicates that there is an inverse relationship
between dot gain and press speed, as press speed increases
dot gain decreases. Many factors that effect dot gain have
been isolated and studied in previous research. However,
the influence that the running speed of the printing press
has on dot gain has not been studied independently of
factors known to effect dot gain. Interest in this topic
occurred as a result of the lack of research in this
particular area.
Background
Dot gain is the enlargement that occurs in a halftone
dot during the transfer stages from film to printed
product, or as the percentage increase in printed area
1 2
related to the total area. ' For example, if a 50%
dot on film prints as 65% on paper the dot gain that has
occurred is 15%. When calculated from density measurements
this is referred to as apparent dot gain. This is because
the calculated values for dot area are somewhat greater
than the dots' actual geometric area, due to light
3
scattering within the paper.
It is now accepted that dot gain is an inevitable
result of the printing process. Dot gain in itself
should not be regarded as a printing fault since a certain
amount of ink spread, when transferring to paper is
unavoidable. Control of dot gain on press and compensation
for it during the film generation stage is essential.
Uncontrolled dot gain is ultimately to blame for much of
the waste in offset lithography. When printing black and
white or color halftones, dot gain can change picture
contrast and depth, plug up screens and cause drastic color
changes. Color variation is one of the major problems in
offset lithography and is a large contributor to the
5
considerable waste in web offset publication.
There are two types of dot gain, physical and optical.
Physical dot gain is an enlargement of mechanical dot size.
It can occur between film generations, during the
platemaking process, or during printing if there are
changes in ink and paper characteristics or other printing
conditions. Physical dot gain may be circumferential or
irregular. Circumferential dot gain is referred to to as
fill-in, this is a radial increase in the size of the dot
and is even all around the dot. Irregular dot gain is due
to printing defects such as slurring or doubling. Slur
is defined as a directional change in the area of the
printed dot, and occurs in the direction of paper travel
through the press. Doubling is a defect in which
double images are printed out of register with each
Q
other. In actual printing, dot gain is believed to
be comprised of varying proportions of slur and
g
fill-in.
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Figure 1. Enlarged Dots Showing the Effect of A) no dot
gain, B) fill-in only, C) fill-in and slur, D) slur only
The physical element of dot gain is a function of the
lithographic process. Any process that subjects a fluid
material (in this case ink) to pressure in a nip is
bound to cause a squash effect.
25 50 75 100
Halftone dot tiva
Figure 2. Equal Diameter
Dot Gain
Figure 3. Dot Gain Curve
for Lithographic Printing
Optical dot gain is present whenever ink is placed on
paper. When light illuminates and penetrates a printed
paper surface, some of the light is trapped in the paper
and lost, some passes through the particles in the paper,
and some gets trapped under the printed dots. This
action of light is defined as light scattering. The effect
of light scattering on tone reproduction is to increase the
highlight contrast, darken the middletones, and flatten the
12
shadows. Optical dot gain usually causes a uniform
expansion of the diameter in dots of different sizes,
making the diameter of the dots change by the same amount
in the highlight, middletones and shadows. However, the
area around the dot will increase more when there is
greater circumference around the dot. Therefore, the
greatest dot gain will occur in the middletones, around the
13
50% dot size.
Figure 4. Cause of Optical Dot Gain
Screen ruling, the number of rows of halftone dots per
inch, also effects optical dot gain. The white light
passing into the paper between the the ink dots is
scattered, and some of the light escapes through the ink
film of nearby dots. This white light, on passing through
the dot's ink film, is partially absorbed and takes on the
color of the ink. The sideways scattering does not spread
the light enough to have very measurable effects in
course-screen halftones (85 lines per inch or less). As
screen rulings become increasingly finer, however, this
light scattering becomes more pronounced. The effect is to
increase the reflection density as though the halftone dots
14
were increased in area,
rW^v*^
Figure 5. How a spot of light spreads to a patch of
appreciable size before emerging from the paper
According to Yule and Nielson, measurements show that
light does not emerge from the paper at precisely the spot
where it entered, so some of the light that enters through
the dot emerges through white paper. This increases the
density of the middletones, and multiple internal
reflections from the paper surface increase it still
15
further. For instance, a 50% dot pattern printed on
perfectly white paper will cover exactly 50% of the paper
area. This pattern should absorb less than 50% of the light
that strikes it, because the ink is not perfectly black.
However, when measured, the pattern usually absorbs more
than 50% of the light. Yule states that, while in some
cases, this is contributed to by penetration of the ink
vehicle into the paper between the dots, the chief reason
is the penetration of light into the
Daper.17
50% Absorbed on Entering Paper
w w w w \\
\
Half of Remainder Absorbed on Leaving Paper
1 *
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t t
Total Absorption 75%
Reflectance 25%
Figure 6. Absorption of light on entering and emerging
from paper
Because a portion of the light that penetrates the
paper is diffused, it is likely to spread laterally the
same amount that it penetrates. Consequently, some of the
light entering the halftone pattern through a white space
18
attempts to emerge through a dot and is absorbed. With
a checkerboard pattern, using a 150-line screen, between
one-fourth and one-half of the light that enters the paper
through a clear opening will emerge through a dot, and vice
versa. In an extreme example, where 50% of the light will
strike black dots and be absorbed and the remaining 50%
will be diffused by the paper, the pattern loses its dot
structure and half of the light will be absorbed on its way
out, resulting in only 25% of the original light escaping
19from the paper.
Dot area should be measured with a densitometer. A
densitometer can assign numbers to density by quantifying
the amount of light that is reflected from a press sheet or
passes through a film intermediate. The human eye is not
20 21
accurate enough to make this measurement. , On a
printed reproduction, optical dot area is the total amount
of light absorbed by the halftone dot pattern printed on
the substrate. This is expressed as the percentage of the
substrate that would have to be covered with halftone dots
to obtain a certain density, provided that there was no dot
spread and the substrate reflected 100% of the light on the
22
surface. Dot area measurements calculated from density
readings are based on the premise that if a solid area of
ink absorbs a fraction of the
incident light (A ), then the halftone area will only
absorb a fraction of that (A. ), which depends on the area
At
of the dot. Thus the area of the dot (a) , equals
A
where A, and A are the light absorption of the
halftone and the solid respectively, and (a), is the
fractional dot area. On printed material it is more
convenient to measure density rather than absorption.
This makes the equation more complex. Absorption is
equal to 1-10 , where D is density- The equation
l-10'Dt
then becomes: a =
, this is known as the
l-10"Ds
23
Murray-Davies equation.
For example, a densitometer could be calibrated and
a 100% solid patch of ink could be measured. Then a tint
of 25% dot area measured. The density could then be
converted to dot area and the percent dot gain
calculated by subtracting the desired dot area, 25% on
the tint, from the actual dot area measured on the
printed tint. The optical dot area is calculated using
1-Rt
the Murray-Davies equation which is : a = 7-5-- which
l-10"Dt
becomes =-- ' where: a, is dot area, R, , is the
1-10"DS t
reflectance of the halftone tint. R is the reflec-
s
tance of the printed solid, D. is the density of the
halftone tint, and D is the density of the solid. The
s
Murray-Davies equation can be derived as follows:
Density = D = log - = -log RK
Reflectance = R = 10
Area = A
a
Solid Dot
R4--,-r,4- = R XA + R , . X A, ,tint paper paper dot dot
Since the area of the paper is the whole area (or one),
minus the area of the dot,
R. . . = R X 1-AJ ,_ + RJ . X A, ,tint paper dot dot dot
Since the reflectance of the paper is assumed to be one,
R. . . = 1 X 1-A. , + R , , X A, ,tinr aot dot dot
R4-,-+. = 1-A-,^. + R, . X A , .tint dot dot dot
R. . . = 1-A, . (1-R, . )tint dot v doty
Rj.- 4. + A , , (1-R, . ) = 1tint dot v dot
A, . (1-R. . ) = 1-R. . ,dot v dot' tint
1-R. . .
tint
Adot = "1=R^-
Since the reflectance of the dot equals the reflectance
1-Rl
of the solid, AdQt = -i=s-
1-R. . . 24
tint
solid.
A major problem with the Murray-Davies equation is
the assumption that the white paper surrounding the dots
completely reflects all the light falling on it directly.
In practice this is not true, the paper scatters light
within itself. Thus, some of the light striking the paper
around the dots is scattered and re-emerges from the
paper underneath the dots. This has the effect of making
the dot area predicted by the Murray-Davies equation
10
greater than its actual geometric area. How much greater
depends on the light scattering effect of the particular
paper. Because the values for dot area calculated using
the Murray-Davies equation are not precise, the terms
"effective"
or "apparent" dot area or gain are
preferred.
Calculation of the physical dot area requires the
use of the "n" factor. The "n" factor is used to com
pensate for the optical dot gain caused by the scattering
of light within the paper. To calculate the physical dot
area the Yule-Nielson equation is used. This is a modifi
cation of the Murray-Davies equation where the "n" factor
is added as a denominator for reflection and density. The
1_Rt/n
Yule-Neilson equation is expressed as: A = .. -=---
1 K ,
s/n
l-10"Dt/n
which equals where n, is the
"n" factor,
1-10
s/n
A is the dot area , R. is the reflectance of the half
tone tint, R is the reflectance of the solid, D. is
s t
the density of the halftone tint, and D is the density
of the solid.
There are a number of factors that contribute to dot
gain. The screen ruling of the halftone, the type of ink
and its properties, the type and color of the paper,
press conditions such as speed, impression pressures,
cylinder diameters, and blanket type are among the
variables that can effect dot gain. As screen ruling
11
for a halftone increases the dot gain in the middle tones
27
increases.
Paper properties have an effect on dot gain. There
are three major categories of paper types, coated,
uncoated, and cast-coated. Each of the paper types have
widely different properties, mainly associated with
brightness, gloss, smoothness, ink absorptivity, and
refractiveness, or light absorption within the paper.
Most of the factors affect actual or apparent (physical
and/or optical) dot gain. Uncoated papers are very
absorptive, require thick films of ink, and print with
considerable dot gain. Additionally, uncoated papers have
high refractiveness with considerable surface and
internal reflections which lower the light reflectance
and darken the paper between the halftone dots so that
these areas exhibit considerable dot spread. Coated
papers have less ink absorptivity and refractiveness so
they demonstrate less dot gain than uncoated paper. Cast-
28
coated papers show the least dot gain.
The color, brightness and fluorescence of the paper
can have selective effects on optical dot gain, partic
ularly in the highlights and lighter tints where the
paper surface is partially exposed. The effect in the
middletones and shadows is obscured by the ink unless the
printing is on brightly colored or pigmented papers. For
example, a blue tinted or fluorescence brightened paper
12
with blue reflectance will optically increase the size of
cyan and magenta dots and reduce the the effect of the
yellow dots resulting in a neutral tint appearing
29
blueish.
According to various authorities, the faster the
press runs the sharper the printing and the lower and
30 31
more consistent the dot gain. ' Research indicates
32that ink has the greatest influence on dot gain. The
higher the solid ink density (SID) and the thicker the
ink film the greater the dot gain. On transfer from plate
to blanket or from blanket to paper, a heavy film of ink
will be subjected to a greater degree of squash, so that
33
heavy dots will spread upon impression. The tack and
viscosity of an ink film also relate to dot gain. Tack is
defined as the force required to split an ink film. Inks
with a higher tack rating tend to give lower dot gain.
Viscosity is a fluids resistance to flow. A high
viscosity ink, that resists flow, will give less dot gain
than a lower viscosity ink. The temperature of an ink is
an important factor. It affects ink viscosity and
rheology which, in turn, affect ink wetting and
34
spreading. As the temperature of an ink increases
the tack and viscosity decrease.
The pressure between the plate and blanket, and the
blanket and impression cylinder is defined as squeeze
pressure. The higher the squeeze pressure, the greater
13
the force causing the ink to spread. A greater pressure
between cylinders will increase dot gain. The squeeze
pressure should be high enough to maintain contact over
all between cylinders, as long as the pressure does not
35
vary, dot gain will remain reasonably constant.
The plate, blanket and impression cylinders should
have the same effective diameter in order to minimize dot
gain. If the cylinders are not the same effective
diameter the blanket cylinder will tend to drive the
others causing slurring and excessive plate wear. The use
of compressible blankets minimizes the effect of unequal
effective diameters of the cylinders.
The type of blanket that is used for printing also
has an effect on dot gain. The two types of blankets that
are used regularly are the conventional and compressible
blankets. Conventional blankets are constructed of a
mixture of natural and synthetic rubber composition
layers over a fabric base. Compressible blankets have a
compressible fiber or plastic layer between the rubber
37
surface and the fabric backing. Compressible blankets
do not deform, in the printing nip, to the same degree
that conventional blankets will. The compressible layer
allows the blanket to be more tolerant of pressure
changes, less likely to distort images and able to main-
38
tain more consistent dot gain.
In order to minimize the problems that are caused by
14
and associated with dot gain, it must be controlled.
Identification of the components of dot gain and
compensation for it will facilitate quality printing with
a minimum of defects.
15
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CHAPTER II
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
As newer, higher speed presses come into widespread
use in the printing industry it is necessary to measure
their performance. A web offset press that is capable of
printing at 1,800 feet per minute will have different
printing characteristics than a press that prints at a rate
of 1,200 feet per minute. Because of this, printers must
carefully examine the press characteristics and the
difference in a printed product as a result of this speed
increase. The speed of web offset presses continues to rise
accompanied by large increases in the cost of operating
them. Conservation of materials and energy by the reduction
of waste while maintaining or improving quality is one of
the major efforts of quality control in the graphic arts.
Because production of a quality product in the most
efficient and economical way possible is the primary goal in
printing, efforts are continually undertaken to identify and
quantify causes of printing defects. A major contributor to
2
printing defects is uncontrolled dot gain. Press speed is
3
thought to have an effect on dot gain.
Investigations of dot gain have associated many
variables, such as, ink, paper, impression pressures,
blankets, and press speed with dot gain. The general
18
conclusions of these investigations is that dot gain is an
inherent part of the lithographic process and that it should
be more fully examined. One factor that effects dot gain is
press speed which has not been studied independently. In
order to fully understand the mechanics of dot gain, one
factor that contributes to dot gain should be studied, under
various conditions, while the other variables are
controlled. While inks and blankets have been identified,
respectively as the two largest causes of dot gain on press,
other factors that may effect dot gain to a lesser degree
4
require attention. Kelvin Tritton, who does research for
the Printing Industry Research Association (PIRA), suggested
that further investigation of the influence of press speed
5
on dot gain is required.
19
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CHAPTER III
LITERATURE REVIEW
An examination of relevant literature shows that there
has been a significant amount of work done investigating dot
gain, identifying its causes, and its effect on print
quality. While dot gain has been the subject of much
research, little attention has been given to the
relationship between the speed at which a lithographic
offset printing press is operated and the resulting effect
on dot gain. In a study by Alan DePaoli, several printing
conditions were studied to find their effect on dot gain.
Among the variables studied were solid ink density (SID),
paper type, fountain solution, blanket type and press speed.
As the press speed was increased dot gain decreased. This
study is not conclusive, however, because there were many
concurrent variables. No direct linkage between dot gain and
press speed is affirmed in the reports conclusions.
25 r-
10 20 30
Press Speed (KIPH)
Figure 7. Effect of Press Speed on Dot Gain & Solid Ink
Density
21
An investigation by Anthony Johnson and his group at
PIRA, in 1980, studied "Correlating Proofs to Production
Prints." They found that the controlling factor in
2
matching proofs and press sheets was dot gain. Factors
that affect dot gain were studied on proof and production
presses. In this study, they equated the action of the
ink, in the nip between the plate and the blanket
cylinders, mathematically, to a parallel plate viscometer,
in which, the force that is required to compress the
liquid is defined by Stefan's equation.
,, 3 TT 1 a4u
4hJ
where F = force on plates
>7 = viscosity of liquid (ink)
a = radius of liquid (ink)
u = velocity of approach of the
two plates
h = plate separation
By making several assumptions, that were not
specified in the report, they showed that dot gain; A q is
expressed by the equation:
h 2+-
4TTk ,n0 ,
3d >?
where ^q = dot gain or the difference
between the area of ink
before (q ) and after
impression (q)
d = the reciprocal of screen
ruling
22
h = ink film thickness before
impression
t = time of dwell between plate
and blanket
*! = viscosity of ink
This model predicts that dot gain is a function of
screen ruling, press speed, ink film thickness, and ink
viscosity. The equation predicts that dot gain is a
3function of pressure and inverse speed.
Andries Voet, in his book, Ink and Paper in the
Printing Process, states that ink transfer is dependent on
4
ink film thickness and penetration into the paper. More
ink will transfer on to paper that is rough and absorptive.
Ink transfer is also dependent on the time allowed for the
transfer of the ink. Ink penetration into the paper is
proportional to time. The longer the time for transfer the
greater the ink penetration. The higher the printing speed
the less the penetration, in view of the reduced time of
contact.
In the article "Lithographic Process Inks", published
in Coates Inklings, dot gain is discussed. It states that
dot gain is a function of nip pressure between plate and
blanket and blanket and paper. Factors that effect dot
gain are ink parameters, printing speed, paper, and
6
impression pressures.
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CHAPTER III
FOOTNOTES
Alan DePaoli, The Effect of Printing Condition on Dot
Gain", 33rd TAGA Proceedings, 19891, p. 33.
2
Michael H. Bruno, Principles of Color Proofing, GAMA
Communications, salem, NH, 1986, p. 334.
3Ibid.
4
Andries Voet, Ink And Paper in the Printing Process,
Inter Science Publishers, NY 1952, p. 144.
5Ibid.
Coates, J.B.M. "Lithographic Process Inks", Coates
Inklings, No. 120, p. 2.
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CHAPTER IV
HYPOTHESIS
The following hypothesis has been formulated based on
the research and information presented in the preceding
chapters.
As the operating speed of a lithographic web offset
printing press is increased, dot gain will decrease.
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CHAPTER V
METHODOLOGY
Testing of the hypothesis, "As the operating speed of a
web offset lithographic printing press is increased dot gain
will decrease.", was done on a Harris M-1000B heatset web
press at the Technical and Education Center at Rochester
Institute of Technology. The experiment consisted of a
single pressrun, printing a test form at four different
operating speeds. The use of a single pressrun had a dual
purpose. The first was an economic consideration. A single
pressrun limits the expense involved in the project. The
second reason for the single pressrun was the elimination of
confounding factors. For the experiment the press was set up
to run the same offset printing plate, paper, ink, fountain
solution and blankets. The press room conditions and press
impression pressures were consistent for all operating
speeds. This simplified the experiment, allowing the press
to print at four different speeds while controlling the
other variables.
Preliminary work, preparing for the experimental
pressrun, consisted of constructing the test form and making
a printing plate from this form. The test form was assembled
using the RIT Symmetrical Scale for evaluating dot gain. The
RIT Symmetrical Scale consists of nine individual elements,
each with a different dot area and screen configuration.
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The nine elements of the scale are: 25% dot area, 50%
dot area (elliptical dot), 50% dot area (square dot), 75%
dot area, 100% solid ink patch, 50% dot area (Horizontal
microlines), 50% dot area (vertical microlines), and, 25%
dot area.
Elliptical_J t_ Square
Figure 8. The RIT Symmetrical Scale
Four RIT Symmetrical Scales were used to construct the
test form. The scales were spaced evenly across the form,
parallel to the axis of rotation of the plate and blanket
cylinders. The screen ruling of the test scales was 150
lines per inch. In addition to the four test scales a solid
printing area was added to establish uniform inking across
the form and a stable ink and fountain solution balance.
The RIT Symmetrical Scale is used for evaluation of the
printed results. The print densities from the sample sheets
are plotted on PC (print characteristic) Graph Paper with
respect to their dot areas as they occur on the press sheet.
This allows dot gain or sharpness evaluation as a reference
for comparative purposes.
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Dot Area measurements obtained by this method may not
be exact; but similar interpretations made from the same
test pattern may be intercompared. The conversion from
measured density to dot area and dot gain is done by using
the Print Characteristic Graph Paper.
The pressrun was conducted on July 30, 1986 using the
top fourth printing unit on the Harris M-1000B heatset web
offset press at the Technical And Education Center at
Rochester Institute of Technology. The printing plate used
was a Kodak Wx 24 & 1/4 by 38" subtractive negative working
plate with a caliper of .012". It was exposed to 100 units
of light using a NuArc FT40 V2UP UltraPlus exposure unit.
The paper used during the pressrun was Weyerhaeuser
Cchoctow Gloss 40 lb. This was a coated groundwood paper on
a 30 inch roll. The paper was printed felt side up. The
blankets used on press were Reeves 718 compressible three
ply with a caliper of .064". The blankets were packed
0.005"
over bearers to give a squeeze pressure of 0.010" plus
substrate. The fountain solution was Graphex Blue Polyonic
FS buffered with Ryco Line NPA non piling additive. The PH
measured between 3.5 and 4.0. The fountain solution
conductivity was 405 microsiemens per cm. at 25 degrees
centigrade. The press dampening control was set at 030.
Infeed tension was set at 164 for the pressrun. The
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chill rolls were set with a 15 degree torque setting to
maintain web tension. The exit temperature of the web from
the dryer was set at 210 degrees with a chill roll
temperature of 59 degrees.
The ink used for the press run was IPI Inmont black,
batch number 12,800. This ink was formulated for heatset web
offset printing on coated stock. The tack of the ink was
measured, prior to the press run, on a Thwing-Albert
Inkometer run at 1,200 rpm with a temperature of 90
degrees F.
Table 1. Inkometer Tack Readings
TIME TACK MEASUREMENT
20 sec. 9.5
1 min. 10.1
2 min. 11.7
3 min. 13.6
4 min. 15.4
5 min. 17.4
6 min. 19.6
7 min. 21.7
8 min. 23.9
9 min. 26.1
10 min. 28.2
The press was set up for a single color press run using
normal T & E Center makeready procedures. The printing plate
was mounted on the press, the paper was webbed through
the press and ink added to the fountain. Once the makeready
was complete the press run began. A Solid Ink Density (SID)
of 1.45 plus or minus 0.05 was specified for the test. The
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press was accelerated to the first test speed, 600 feet per
minute (fpm). The SID was measured to insure it was within
tolerance and twenty random samples were collected from the
press delivery. The press was then accelerated to the second
test speed, 800 fpm, the SID was checked, adjusted to the
required range and twenty randomly selected samples were
collected. The press was then accelerated to the third
selected test speed, 1000 fpm. The SID was checked and
adjusted to the required range and twenty random samples
were collected. The press was then accelerated to the final
selected speed 1200 fpm, the density was measured and
adjusted to the selected range and twenty samples were
collected. The press was then shut down, the plate removed
and the experimental press run concluded. A Gretag D-142
portable densitometer was used at the press to check the
solid ink density during the test.
The sample press sheets were labeled according to the
speed of the press when they were printed and removed from
the pressroom. Density readings of the test elements were
then measured using a calibrated Macbeth 918 reflection
densitometer. There were nine individual density
measurements from each RIT Symmetrical Scale, each sample
sheet had four RIT Symmetrical Scales for a total of thirty
six density measurements per sample sheet. Twenty sample
sheets were collected at each of the four printing speeds
for a total of 80 sample press sheets. This yields a total
30
of 2880 sample density measurements. The density
measurements were then analyzed at The Center for Quality
and Applied Statistics at Rochester Institute of Technology
using an Analysis of Variance treatment.
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CHAPTER VI
MEANS REQUIRED
Harris M-1000B heatset web offset lithographic printing
press
IPI Inmont black heatset ink
Kodak Wx Subtractive Negative working printing plate
Weyerhaeuser Choctaw Gloss coated groundwood paper
Fountain Solution
RIT Symmetrical Scales 150 lines per inch
Densitometer
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CHAPTER VII
ANALYSIS OF DATA
The Analysis of Variance procedure was selected to test
the validity of the hypothesis in this experiment. This
procedure is a statistical tool used for comparing sample
population groups. Analysis of Variance is used to determine
the statistical significance of data collected during the
experiment. The Analysis of Variance procedure was conducted
at the Rochester Institute of Technology Center for Quality
and Applied Statistics. Following statistical analysis of
the density data, the density measurements were converted to
dot area using the RIT Print Characteristic Graph Paper.
The experimental data consisted of four population
groups. The four groups are: Density Readings by Speed;
Density Readings by Press Sheet; Density Readings by Scale
Element; and Density Reading by Scale Location. The Analysis
of Variance procedure compares the individual data elements
(density readings) with the population group mean to
determine if the elements belong to the same population (no
significant difference) or if they belong to separate
population groups (have significant differences).
The initial procedure for Analysis of Variance is to
state the null and alternative hypothesis. For this
analysis, the null hypothesis states that the observed
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differences in the means (averages) for the density
measurements are due to chance variation; there is no effect
due to the speed of the press. The alternative hypothesis is
that the means are not equal, the observed difference is
real; there is an effect due to speed.
The next step is to calculate the summary statistics.
The first calculation is the Grand Mean. This is the average
of all the density measurements. The Grand Mean is 0.7451.
Acceptance of the null hypothesis requires the individual
sample means to be equal to or not significantly different,
statistically, from the Grand Mean. The variance between
groups (Between Groups Variance) is also calculated. This
calculation is done by subtracting the sample mean from the
grand mean and squaring it (Sum of the Squares) and dividing
the result by the number of sample groups minus one (Degrees
of Freedom). To determine if the null hypothesis is to be
accepted or rejected the F-ratio is used. The F-ratio is
defined as the Between Group Variance divided by the Pooled
Variance. The F-ratio is compared to the F-distribution
curve. If the F-ratio is greater than the F-distribution the
null hypothesis is rejected. If the F-ratio is less than the
F-distribution value; then the null hypothesis is accepted.
In statistical analysis the chance of making a Type One
Error is included in the F-ratio, F-distribution comparison.
A Type One Error is erroneously rejecting the null
hypothesis when it should have been accepted.
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The first population group to be tested was Density
Reading by Scale. The number of density readings is 2880.
The Grand Mean is calculated to be 0.7451. The number of
degrees of freedom is eight. The Critical Value of F is
1.94. The Sum of the Squares is 360.290. The F-value is
30072.73. The minimum significant difference is 0.01206 This
is highly significant. The variability due to scale is 0.98
or 98%. There is a zero percent chance of making a type one
error. This is expected as the scale is constructed of nine
elements with different dot areas and configurations.
The second population group to be tested is Density
Reading by Speed - One Way Analysis of Variance. The number
of density readings is 2880. The Grand Mean is 0.7451. The
degrees of freedom for this test is three. The Sum of the
Squares is 1.8493. The F-value is 4.89. The critical value
is 2.608. The minimum significant difference is 0.05236.
This is considered significant. The variability due to press
speed is 0.5 percent of the total variability. The null
hypothesis is rejected. There is statistically significant
difference in density due to press speed. The greatest
difference in density due to speed was between 600 fpm and
1200 fpm.
The third population group to be tested is Density
Reading by Location-One Way Analysis of Variance. The
number of density readings is 2880. The Grand Mean is
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0.7451. The Degrees of Freedom is three. There are four
scale locations. The Sum of the Squares is 0.4573. The
F-value is 1.20. The critical value for the F-ratio is 2.60.
The minimum significant difference is 0.05246. The null
hypothesis is accepted. There is no statistically
significant difference in density due to scale location.
The fourth population group to be tested is density
reading by Sheet Number-One Way Analysis of Variance.
The number of density readings is 2880. The degrees of
freedom for this test is 19. There are 20 press sheets. The
Grand Mean is 0.7541. The sum of the Squares is 0.0123. The
F-value is 0.01. The critical value 1.59. The minimum
significant difference is 0.23128. The null hypothesis is
accepted. There is no statistically significant difference
in density due to variation between the sample press sheets.
The fifth test run was Analysis of Variance, Density
Readings by Scale, Speed, Location for interactions. The
number of density readings is 2880. The degrees of Freedom
for the test is 143. The Sum of the Squares for the Scale
360.290. The F-value is 9999.99. The critical value of F
=1.94178. The minimum significant difference is 0.0046. The
Sum of the Squares for Press Speed is 1.849. The F-value is
2759.0. The critical value of F=2.608. The minimum
significant difference is 0.0022. The Sum of the Squares for
Location is 0.457. The F-value is 682. The critical value of
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F = 2.608. The minimum significant difference is 0.0022. The
Sum of the Squares for Scale and Speed interactions is 0.05.
The F-value is 95.0. The Sum of the Squares for Scale and
Location interactions is 0.34. The F-value is is 64.72. The
Sum of the Squares for Speed and Location interactions is
0.36. The F-value is 181.70. The Sum of the Squares for the
Scale, Speed and Location Interactions is 0.15. The F-value
is 9.94. The results of this test indicate that the Scale
accounts for 98 percent of the total variability; of the
remaining variability Speed alone accounts for 50.14
percent. Location accounts for 12.40 percent. The Scale,
Speed interaction accounts for 13.81 percent. The Scale
location interaction 9.41 percent. The speed location
interaction 9.90 percent and the Scale, Speed, Location
interaction 4.34 percent. The summary statistics are listed
in Table 2.
Table 2. Summary Statistics
Population
Group
Grand
Mean
Sum of
Squares
F-value F-Dist.
Value
Degree of
Freedom
Scale
Speed
Location
Sheet
0.7451
0.7451
0.7451
0.7451
360.290
1.849
0.457
0.012
30072.73
4.89
1.20
0.01
50072.93
2.00
2.60
1.59
8
3
3
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The mean of the Density Measurements by Speed was calculated
next. The number of density readings at each of the four
speed is 720. The mean density at 600 feet per minute is
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0.784; The mean density at 800 feet per minute is 0.748; the
mean density at 1000 feet per minute is 0.726; the mean
density at 1200 feet per minute is 0.719. For this test the
minimum significant difference is 0.0022. The Critical Value
is 2.60816. The null hypothesis is accepted, there is a
statistically significant difference between the mean
densities at each speed.
The mean density measurements for location are then
calculated. The number of density readings for each RIT
Symmetrical Scale is 720. The mean density reading for
location A is 0.735; The mean density reading for location B
is 0.756; the mean density reading for location C is 0.759;
the mean density for location D is 0.730. The Critical Value
is 2.60816. The minimum significant difference for this test
is 0.0022. This indicates that there is significant density
difference in the four Symmetrical Scales on the press form.
Density to Dot Area Conversion
The measured densities from the sample population
groups are converted to dot area using the RIT Print
Characteristic Graph Paper. Dot Area and Dot Gain values are
obtained from the density values plotted on the graph. The
calculated average densities from the sample groups are
plotted on the graph paper. The density is plotted on the
vertical axis against the original halftone dot area on the
horizontal axis. The solid ink density is plotted at the 100
38
percent dot area and a straight line is drawn from the
origin to this point. The densities for the 25, 50, and 75
percent areas are then plotted. A line is then drawn from
the origin through these points to the Solid Ink Density.
The deviation of this line from the straight line yields the
printed dot area. The difference between the printed dot
area and the original halftone dot areas on the test scales
is the dot gain. Figure 9 through Figure 24 are graphs of
the average densities used to derive the average dot gain
in this experiment.
Table 3. Average Density, Dot Area and Dot Gain
AVERAGE DENSITY
Speed 25% 50%S 50%E 50%V 50%H 75% 100%
600 0.30 0.71 0.61 0.70 0.71 1.14 1.44
800 0.28 0.67 0.58 0.66 0.68 1.09 1.43
1000 0.28 0.64 0.57 0.64 0.65 1.04 1.39
1200 0.28 0.62 0.57 0.63 0.64 1.03 1.39
AVERAGE DOT AREA
Speed 25% 50%S 50%E 50%V 50%H 75% 100%
600 35% 69% 62% 69% 69% 91% 100%
800 34% 67% 60% 66% 67% 89% 100%
1000 34% 65% 59% 64% 65% 87% 100%
1200 34% 65% 59% 64% 64% 86% 100%
AVERAGE DOT GAIN
Speed 25% 50%S 50%E 50%V 50%H 75% 100%
600 10% 19% 12% 0% 0% 15% 0%
800 8% 16% 10% 0% 1% 13% 0%
1000 8% 14% 9% 0% 1% 12% 0%
1200 8% 13% 9% 0% 0% 12% 0%
50%S 50 percent area square dot
50%E 50 percent area elliptical dot
50%V 50 percent area vertical lines
50%H 50 percent area horizontal lines
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Figure 9. Density vs. Speed 600FPM
50% Elliptical Dot
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Figure 24. Density vs. Speed 1200FPM
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Normalized Dot Area
The comparison of density measurements should be done using
normalized density values. Normalized density values, also
known as Adjusted Density; are calculated by dividing the
Table 4. Adjusted Density, Dot Area and Dot Gain
ADJUSTED DENSITY
Speed
600
800
1000
1200
25^
0.20
0.19
0.20
0.20
50%S
0.49
0.46
0.44
0.44
50%E
0.42
0.40
0.39
0.39
50%V
0.48
0.45
0.44
0.43
50%H 75% 100%
0.49 0.79 1.00
0.47 0.76 1.00
0.45 0.74 1.00
0.44 0.74 1.00
ADJUSTED DOT AREA
Speed 25% 50%S 50%E 50%V 50%H 75% 100%
600 29% 62% 55% 61% 62% 87% 100%
800 28% 59% 53% 58% 60% 85% 100%
1000 29% 57% 52% 57% 58% 83% 100%
1200 29% 57% 52% 56% 57% 83% 100%
ADJUSTED DOT GAIN
Speed 25% 50%S 50%E 50%V 50%H 75% 100%
600 4% 12% 5% 0% 1% 12% 0%
800 3% 9% 3% 0% 2% 10% 0%
1000 4% 7% 2% 0% 1 s- 8% 0%
1200 4% 7% 2% 0% 1 9- 8% 0%
50%S 50 percent area square dot
50%E 50 percent area elliptical dot
50%V 50 percent area vertical lines
50%H 50 percent area horizontal lines
measured density values by the density of the 100 percent
solid patch. This adjusts the 100 percent area to a density
of 1.00. All of the density averages are divided by the 100
Percent Value to yield adjusted density values for all
density averages. This compensates for Solid Ink Density
56
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Figure 25. Adjusted Density vs.
Original Halftone
600FPM Horizontal Lines
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Figure 26. Adjusted Density vs. Original Halftone
800FPM Horizontal Lines
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Figure 27. Adjusted Density vs. Original Halftone
1000FPM Horizontal Lines
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Figure 28. Adjusted Density vs. Original Halftone
1200FPM Horizontal Lines
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Figure 29. Adjusted Density vs. Original Halftone
600FPM Square Dot
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Figure 30. Adjusted Density vs. Original Halftone
800FPM Square Dot
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Figure 31. Adjusted Density vs. Original Halftone
1000FPM Square Dot
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Figure 32. Adjusted Density vs. Original Halftone
1200FPM Square Dot
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Figure 33. Adjusted Density vs. Original Halftone
600FPM Vertical Lines
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Figure 34. Adjusted Density vs. Original Halftone
800FPM Vertical Lines
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Figure 35. Adjusted Density vs. Original Halftone
1000FPM Vertical Lines
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Figure 36. Adjusted Density vs. Original Halftone
1200FPM Vertical Lines
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Figure 37. Adjusted Density vs. Original Halftone
600FPM Elliptical Dot
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Figure 38. Adjusted Density vs. Original Halftone
800FPM Elliptical Dot
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Figure 39. Adjusted Density vs. Original Halftone
1000FPM Elliptical Dot
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Figure 40. Adjusted Density vs. Original Halftone
1200FPM Elliptical Dot
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variation thus allowing direct comparison of density values.
Figure 25 through Figure 40 are graphs of the adjusted
densities used to derive the adjusted dot gain in this
experiment.
Adjusted density values are then plotted on the RIT PC
Graph paper using the same procedure as the measured density
readings. The values plotted yield adjusted dot area and
adjusted dot gain. The adjusted dot area is used for
inter-comparison of adjusted dot gain occurring at each of
the four test operating speeds. The adjusted dot gain
figures show a decrease in dot gain as press speed
increases, similar to the decrease in dot gain found using
actual density measurements. (See Table 4., page 55.)
The average dot gain at each speed was plotted on the
graphs in Figures 41, 42, 43 and 44. The graphs illustrate a
reduction in dot gain at higher press speeds. The four
graphs plot the four types of 50% areas in the test scale.
They further illustrate the different levels of dot gain
produced with different types of 50% dot or 50% line
structures. A square 50% dot yields the highest gain while
the elliptical dot produces the least gain.
Figures 45, 46, 47 and 48 plot the adjusted dot gain
averages. These graphs correspond with the above analysis
where the 50% elliptical dot produce less gain than the 50%
square dot.
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Figure 41. Dot Gain vs. Speed: Square Dot
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Figure 42. Dot Gain vs. Speed: Elliptical Dot
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Figure 43. Dot Gain vs. Speed: Vertical Lines
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Figure 44. Dot Gain vs. Speed: Horizontal Lines
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Figure 45. Adjusted Dot Gain vs. Speed: Square Dot
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Figure 46. Adjusted Dot Gain vs. Speed: Elliptical Dot
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Figure 47. Adjusted Dot Gain vs. Speed: Vertical Lines
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Figure 48. Adjusted Dot Gain vs. Speed: Horizontal Lines
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CHAPTER VII
FOOTNOTES
1
Derek Rowntree, Statistics Without Tears, Charles
Scribner's Sons, New York, NY, 1981 p. 148, p. 150.
o
Leonard J. Tashman, Kathleen R. Lamborn, The Ways and
Means of Statistics, Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Inc., New
York, 1979, pp. 440-444., p. 448.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVATIONS
The hypothesis tested in this experiment; that the
amount of dot gain is influenced by the operating speed of
the web offset press, is supported by the experimental
data. Using the Analysis of Variance method to study the
data, press speed was found to have a significant effect on
dot gain during web offset lithography. There is an inverse
relationship between press speed and dot gain, as the press
speed increases the amount of dot gain decreases. The
average dot gain values, derived from density measurements,
were found to be significantly lower at higher press
speeds.
The data did not reveal any significant differences in
density or dot gain within the sample groups of press
sheets produced at the same speed.
Conversion of density measurements to dot area shows
the relationship between dot gain and press speed to be
consistent with the findings for the density/press speed
relationship. Ink densities in the screened patches of the
RIT Symmetrical Scales were found to be significantly lower
at higher press speeds while the ink density of the solid
patch did not vary significantly.
The greatest difference in calculated dot gain was
found to be between the 600 fpm press speed and the 1200
79
fpm press speed. The difference in dot gain between the
1000 fpm and the 1200 fpm is the smallest. This indicates
that while dot gain drops with the speed increase; the rate
of dot gain decrease slows as the press speed rises. It
appears that there may be a limit to dot gain decrease at a
speed above 1200 fpm, it is possible that no further
reductions in dot gain would be observed once that limit
was surpassed.
The data also shows that there are significant
differences in dot gain, regardless of press speed, between
the 50% screened patches of the RIT Symmetrical Scale,
depending on the configuration of the halftone dots and
microline screens within the patch. The 50% Elliptical dot
patch produces dot gain consistently lower than the dot
gain produced by the 50% Square dot patch and the 50%
Vertical and Horizontal microline patches.
Analysis of the data found the four RIT Symmetrical
Scales in different locations have significant density and
dot gain differences. The scale in one location on the
press sheet shows a different dot gain value than the scale
in another location. The scales in the four locations were
found to have significantly different values regardless of
press speed.
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The data was analyzed in two steps. The first was
testing the validity and significance of the data. The
Analysis of Variance test confirmed the significance of the
density data collected. The second step, conversion of
density to dot area, illustrated the decrease in dot gain,
as the press speed was increased.
Observations drawn from this experiment include:
1) Due to the effect of press speed on dot gain,
testing to determine press characteristics should be
performed at normal production speeds.
2 ) Press speed is one of many contributors to dot
gain, other factors that have been identified as major
causes of dot gain should be considered in any press
analysis to optimize printing.
3 ) Testing to determine dot gain should be performed
as with as little deviation from normal printing procedures
and conditions as possible.
4) Press characteristic analysis using the RIT
Symmetrical Scale requires special attention to results
derived while using the 25% Square Dot patch and the 50%
Elliptical Dot patch to construct a press curve. The
experimental data indicates that a press curve developed
using the above combination may not reflect actual press
81
performance. It is recommended that similar dot
configurations be used for the 25%, 50% and 75% screen
values for test strips. In order to obtain accurate press
performance data the dot configurations used in any test
form should match those employed in actual production.
The analysis found press speed to have a significant
impact on dot gain. It is thought that the reduction of dot
gain at higher speeds may be influenced by reduced time for
ink transfer and penetration into the paper. Another
possible reason for the reduced dot gain could be the
design of the printing press itself. Most modern presses
are designed to have less vibration at higher production
speeds. It is possible that the press had more vibration at
the slower printing speeds causing greater dot gain.
The findings in this experiment may be applicable to
sheetfed printing in view of data indicating that the
largest change in dot gain occurs at the lower operating
speeds.
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CHAPTER IX
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
1) Do different dot gain measuring and test targets produce
the same results? Test several types of targets for
agreement .
2. Will press speed exert the same influence on dot gain
when printing on different stocks? Test several grades
of stock for dot gain at different printing speeds.
3. Is there a relationship between dot gain, press speed
and screen ruling? Test for interactions.
4. The analysis in this experiment demonstrated a reduction
in dot gain as press speed increased. The data indicates
that the rate of decrease levels and there may be speed
after which there will be no further reduction in dot
gain despite any increase in press speed. Experiment to
determine this limit.
5. Develop a model to explain the reason 50% square and
50% elliptical dots produce such different degrees of
dot gain.
6. Investigate the mechanism of ink transfer from blanket
to paper to determine if higher press speeds in effect
increase the ink tack at the instant of transfer.
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7. Research the effect of inks with different tack ratings
on dot gain while operating the printing press at
different speeds.
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APPENDIX A
DENSITY MEASUREMENTS
Scale Number 1. 600fpm
SHEET
# 25% 50%S 50%E 75% 100% 75% 50%H 50%V 25%
1 0.28 0.57 0.69 1.08 1.37 1.13 0.70 0.68 0.29
2 0.28 0.58 0.68 1.03 1.36 1.11 0.70 0.66 0.30
3 0.29 0.57 0.71 1.13 1.40 1.13 0.71 0.69 0.30
4 0.29 0.59 0.69 1.10 1.40 1.15 0.70 0.67 0.29
5 0.28 0.57 0.70 1.11 1.36 1.11 0.69 0.68 0.29
6 0.29 0.58 0.68 1.08 1.36 1.13 0.70 0.67 0.30
7 0.29 0.59 0.72 1.11 1.42 1.14 0.71 0.68 0.29
8 0.28 0.58 0.68 1.09 1.40 1.13 0.70 0.69 0.30
9 0.29 0.57 0.72 1.13 1.40 1.13 0.72 0.68 0.29
10 0.29 0.59 0.69 1.11 1.41 1.15 0.70 0.67 0.30
11 0.28 0.58 0.72 1.13 1.42 1.14 0.71 0.69 0.30
12 0.28 0.59 0.68 1.09 1.39 1.12 0.69 0.67 0.31
13 0.29 0.58 0.71 1.11 1.40 1.14 0.72 0.69 0.30
14 0.28 0.58 0.67 1.09 1.37 1.10 0.68 0.66 0.30
15 0.29 0.58 0.71 1.12 1.38 1.13 0.71 0.68 0.30
16 0.29 0.58 0.69 1.10 1.38 1.09 0.70 0.67 0.30
17 0.29 0.59 0.72 1.12 1.38 1.14 0.72 0.69 0.30
18 0.29 0.59 0.70 1.08 1.41 1.11 0.69 0.67 0.31
19 0.29 0.58 0.71 1.11 1.36 1.15 0.71 0.68 0.31
20 0.28 0.58 0.69 1.08 1.40 1.12 0.70 0.67 0.30
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APPENDIX A
(CONTINUED)
Scale Number 2. 600fpm
SHEET
# 25% 50%S 50%E 75% 100% 75% 50%H 50%V 25%
1 0.31 0.63 0.74 1.17 1.44 1.19 0.75 0.71 0.31
2 0.30 0.63 0.71 1.12 1.45 1.16 0.70 0.69 0.30
3 0.30 0.62 0.76 1.19 1.47 1.22 0.76 0.71 0.30
4 0.31 0.62 0.71 1.14 1.45 1.14 0.71 0.69 0.30
5 0.31 0.62 0.75 1.16 1.42 1.18 0.75 0.70 0.31
6 0.31 0.62 0.71 1.12 1.43 1.15 0.71 0.69 0.30
7 0.30 0.62 0.74 1.18 1.44 1.19 0.75 0.71 0.31
8 0.31 0.61 0.70 1.13 1.47 1.17 0.70 0.69 0.30
9 0.31 0.62 0.75 1.18 1.44 1.21 0.76 0.71 0.31
10 0.30 0.62 0.71 1.13 1.43 1.17 0.71 0.69 0.30
11 0.32 0.63 0.76 1.17 1.40 1.20 0.75 0.71 0.31
12 0.30 0.62 0.70 1.13 1.43 1.13 0.71 0.68 0.31
13 0.30 0.62 0.76 1.18 1.41 1.18 0.76 0.72 0.31
14 0.30 0.62 0.71 1.14 1.47 1.16 0.71 0.68 0.31
15 0.32 0.64 0.76 1.19 1.45 1.19 0.76 0.71 0.31
16 0.30 0.62 0.72 1.14 1.44 1.15 0.71 0.69 0.31
17 0.32 0.63 0.77 1.20 1.44 1.20 0.76 0.72 0.31
18 0.30 0.63 0.72 1.15 1.48 1.14 0.71 0.69 0.31
19 0.31 0.62 0.76 1.19 1.43 1.19 0.76 0.72 0.32
20 0.30 0.62 0.71 1.14 1.40 1.13 0.71 0.68 0.31
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APPENDIX A
(CONTINUED)
Scale Number 3. 600fpm
SHEET
# 25% 50%S 50%E 75% 100% 75% 50%H 50%V 25%
1 0.31 0.64 0.72 1.19 1.50 1.19 0.74 0.74 0.32
2 0.31 0.65 0.76 1.22 1.57 1.25 0.75 0.74 0.30
3 0.32 0.65 0.73 1.20 1.59 1.20 0.74 0.75 0.33
4 0.32 0.64 0.75 1.22 1.47 1.21 0.74 0.73 0.32
5 0.30 0.64 0.72 1.20 1.55 1.18 0.72 0.72 0.31
6 0.32 0.64 0.75 1.20 1.51 1.19 0.73 0.73 0.32
7 0.31 0.64 0.71 1.18 1.51 1.16 0.72 0.72 0.31
8 0.33 0.64 0.76 1.23 1.53 1.23 0.76 0.74 0.32
9 0.31 0.64 0.72 1.20 1.52 1.18 0.72 0.73 0.32
10 0.32 0.64 0.77 1.23 1.52 1.21 0.75 0.75 0.32
11 0.31 0.64 0.72 1.17 1.48 1.18 0.71 0.72 0.32
12 0.30 0.63 0.76 1.24 1.53 1.20 0.73 0.74 0.31
13 0.31 0.63 0.72 1.19 1.47 1.18 0.71 0.72 0.32
14 0.32 0.64 0.76 1.21 1.48 1.20 0.73 0.74 0.33
15 0.32 0.65 0.73 1.19 1.51 1.19 0.74 0.73 0.32
16 0.32 0.65 0.76 1.19 1.51 1.22 0.74 0.75 0.32
17 0.31 0.65 0.73 1.19 1.55 1.18 0.73 0.72 0.32
18 0.32 0.65 0.76 1.22 1.49 1.19 0.73 0.73 0.32
19 0.32 0.64 0.72 1.19 1.46 1.18 0.72 0.71 0.33
20 0.32 0.64 0.76 1.22 1.53 1.21 0.75 0.73 0.31
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APPENDIX A
(CONTINUED)
Scale Number 4. 600fpm
SHEET
# 25% 50%S 50%E 75% 100% 75% 50%H 50%V 25%
1 0.29 0.60 0.70 1.10 1.35 1.05 0.68 0.67 0.29
2 0.30 0.59 0.68 1.12 1.45 1.08 0.68 0.68 0.29
3 0.30 0.60 0.71 1.13 1.44 1.08 0.70 0.69 0.29
4 0.30 0.61 0.67 1.11 1.43 1.04 0.67 0.67 0.30
5 0.29 0.59 0.70 1.13 1.41 1.06 0.69 0.67 0.29
6 0.30 0.60 0.68 1.13 1.45 1.08 0.69 0.68 0.29
7 0.31 0.59 0.69 1.13 1.44 1.07 0.69 0.67 0.29
8 0.29 0.59 0.69 1.12 1.40 1.07 0.69 0.69 0.29
9 0.30 0.60 0.70 1.12 1.42 1.07 0.69 0.67 0.29
10 0.30 0.60 0.66 1.14 1.39 1.09 0.69 0.68 0.30
11 0.30 0.59 0.70 1.12 1.39 1.06 0.70 0.66 0.30
12 0.30 0.60 0.68 1.14 1.41 1.06 0.67 0.67 0.29
13 0.29 0.59 0.69 1.10 1.40 1.05 0.69 0.68 0.29
14 0.31 0.61 0.67 1.13 1.42 1.06 0.68 0.68 0.29
15 0.30 0.61 0.70 1.11 1.43 1.07 0.69 0.68 0.30
16 0.31 0.60 0.78 1.13 1.43 1.07 0.69 0.69 0.30
17 0.30 0.60 0.71 1.10 1.40 1.05 0.69
0.68 0.29
18 0.30 0.59 0.68 1.10 1.41 1.08
0.68 0.68 0.29
19 0.29 0.60 0.71 1.11 1.44 1.06
0.68 0.67 0.29
20 0.30 0.60 0.69 1.12 1.40 1.08
0.68 0.68 0.29
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APPENDIX A
( CONTINUED )
Scale Number 1. 800fpm
SHEET
# 25% 50%S 50%E 75% 100% 75% 50%H 50%V 25%
1 0.28 0.58 0.67 1.07 1.39 1.10 0.68 0.64 0.28
2 0.28 0.57 0.69 1.08 1.40 1.12 0.69 0.66 0.29
3 0.27 0.57 0.67 1.07 1.40 1.09 0.67 0.65 0.29
4 0.28 0.58 0.69 1.09 1.41 1.10 0.69 0.66 0.29
5 0.27 0.58 0.68 1.09 1.42 1.10 0.68 0.67 0.28
6 0.28 0.57 0.69 1.10 1.41 1.09 0.69 0.66 0.29
7 0.27 0.57 0.66 1.08 1.36 1.10 0.68 0.65 0.29
8 0.29 0.59 0.70 1.12 1.45 1.12 0.70 0.65 0.28
9 0.27 0.58 0.68 1.09 1.37 1.12 0.68 0.66 0.29
10 0.28 0.58 0.70 1.09 1.40 1.11 0.69 0.66 0.29
11 0.28 0.57 0.68 1.09 1.39 1.11 0.68 0.66 0.29
12 0.29 0.58 0.71 1.11 1.44 1.12 0.70 0.66 0.29
13 0.28 0.58 0.68 1.09 1.43 1.10 0.67 0.66 0.29
14 0.28 0.58 0.71 1.13 1.42 1.14 0.70 0.67 0.28
15 0.28 0.59 0.68 1.08 1.44 1.03 0.68 0.66 0.29
16 0.28 0.58 0.70 1.09 1.39 1.12 0.71 0.67 0.29
17 0.27 0.57 0.67 1.06 1.38 1.10 0.66 0.65 0.29
18 0.27 0.58 0.70 1.12 1.41 1.12 0.70 0.66 0.28
19 0.27 0.58 0.69 1.09 1.42 1.11 0.67 0.66 0.29
20 0.28 0.58 0.70 1.11 1.42 1.12 0.71 0.67 0.29
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APPENDIX A
(CONTINUED)
Scale Number 2. 800fpm
SHEET
# 25% 50%S 50%E 75% 100% 75% 50%H 50%V 25%
1 0.29 0.59 0.65 1.04 1.39 1.09 0.66 0.64 0.28
2 0.29 0.58 0.70 1.11 1.44 1.13 0.70 0.66 0.29
3 0.28 0.58 0.65 1.05 1.40 1.07 0.66 0.64 0.28
4 0.29 0.58 0.70 1.10 1.39 1.09 0.70 0.66 0.29
5 0.28 0.58 0.65 1.08 1.42 1.08 0.67 0.64 0.28
6 0.29 0.59 0.70 1.10 1.44 1.13 0.71 0.66 0.29
7 0.30 0.58 0.66 1.08 1.38 1.08 0.66 0.64 0.29
8 0.29 0.58 0.71 1.10 1.40 1.13 0.71 0.66 0.29
9 0.29 0.59 0.65 1.07 1.41 1.09 0.67 0.64 0.29
10 0.28 0.58 0.70 1.10 1.37 1.10 0.70 0.66 0.29
11 0.29 0.59 0.66 1.08 1.41 1.07 0.67 0.64 0.29
12 0.29 0.58 0.70 1.09 1.37 1.12 0.70 0.66 0.29
13 0.29 0.59 0.66 1.08 1.42 1.10 0.67 0.64 0.29
14 0.29 0.58 0.72 1.14 1.41 1.15 0.71 0.66 0.29
15 0.29 0.58 0.67 1.08 1.45 1.10 0.68 0.65 0.29
16 0.29 0.58 0.70 1.11 1.38 1.11 0.72 0.67 0.29
17 0.28 0.58 0.66 1.07 1.39 1.07 0.66 0.64 0.28
18 0.29 0.58 0.71 1.13 1.41 1.13 0.72 0.68 0.30
19 0.29 0.60 0.66 1.07 1.41 1.09 0.68 0.65 0.30
20 0.29 0.59 0.71 1.11 1.41 1.13 0.71 0.68 0.29
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APPENDIX A
(CONTINUED)
Scale Number 3. 800fpm
SHEET
# 25% 50%S 50%E 75% 100% 75% 50%H 50%V 25%
1 0.29 0.60 0.66 1.11 1.46 1.10 0.69 0.68 0.29
2 0.29 0.59 0.69 1.07 1.47 1.08 0.67 0.67 0.30
3 0.29 0.59 0.68 1.11 1.48 1.10 0.69 0.67 0.30
4 0.29 0.60 0.66 1.08 1.50 1.10 0.69 0.69 0.30
5 0.30 0.61 0.69 1.12 1.48 1.09 0.68 0.67 0.29
6 0.29 0.59 0.66 1.06 1.43 1.08 0.68 0.67 0.30
7 0.29 0.60 0.70 1.11 1.44 1.09 0.68 0.67 0.29
8 0.30 0.59 0.66 1.10 1.52 1.09 0.68 0.68 0.30
9 0.29 0.59 0.70 1.10 1.47 1.08 0.67 0.66 0.29
10 0.29 0.59 0.66 1.10 1.46 1.07 0.69 0.66 0.30
11 0.29 0.60 0.69 1.12 1.46 1.09 0.67 0.65 0.30
12 0.29 0.61 0.67 1.10 1.49 1.09 0.67 0.67 0.29
13 0.30 0.60 0.70 1.15 1.49 1.10 0.69 0.66 0.29
14 0.29 0.60 0.66 1.10 1.48 1.09 0.68 0.67 0.30
15 0.30 0.60 0.70 1.12 1.43 1.09 0.68 0.66 0.30
16 0.29 0.59 0.65 1.07 1.45 1.06 0.67 0.65 0.29
17 0.29 0.59 0.68 1.11 1.43 1.08 0.67 0.65 0.29
18 0.30 0.59 0.66 1.09 1.48 1.08 0.67 0.66 0.30
19 0.29 0.60 0.69 1.12 1.48 1.10 0.69 0.68
0.30
20 0.29 0.61 0.67 1.10 1.48 1.09 0.69 0.68
0.30
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APPENDIX A
( CONTINUED )
Scale Number 4. 800fpm
SHEET
# 25% 50%S 50%E 75% 100% 75% 50%H 50%V 25%
1 0.28 0.55 0.63 1.07 1.42 1.01 0.65 0.65 0.28
2 0.27 0.55 0.64 1.05 1.43 1.02 0.64 0.64 0.27
3 0.27 0.55 0.64 1.05 1.43 1.02 0.64 0.64 0.27
4 0.28 0.55 0.62 1.05 1.41 1.02 0.64 0.65 0.28
5 0.28 0.56 0.64 1.04 1.40 1.03 0.65 0.63 0.26
6 0.27 0.56 0.62 1.07 1.43 1.03 0.64 0.64 0.28
7 0.28 0.56 0.65 1.06 1.42 1.02 0.65 0.64 0.27
8 0.25 0.56 0.63 1.05 1.41 1.03 0.64 0.64 0.28
9 0.27 0.56 0.65 1.07 1.45 1.02 0.66 0.65 0.27
10 0.27 0.56 0.63 1.07 1.47 1.02 0.64 0.65 0.27
11 0.27 0.55 0.63 1.07 1.42 1.04 0.65 0.63 0.27
12 0.28 0.56 0.64 1.06 1.41 1.01 0.65 0.64 0.27
13 0.28 0.57 0.63 1.08 1.43 1.04 0.65 0.65 0.28
14 0.28 0.57 0.65 1.06 1.42 1.02 0.66 0.65 0.27
15 0.28 0.56 0.63 1.08 1.42 1.04 0.65 0.64 0.27
16 0.27 0.55 0.64 1.04 1.41 1.00 0.65 0.63 0.27
17 0.25 0.55 0.63 1.07 1.42 1.02 0.64 0.63 0.26
18 0.27 0.56 0.64 1.06 1.42 1.00 0.65 0.63 0.29
19 0.28 0.56 0.64 1.08 1.46 1.01 0.66 0.66 0.28
20 0.28 0.57 0.65 1.07 1.40 1.02 0.66 0.65 0.28
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APPENDIX A
(CONTINUED)
Scale Number 1. lOOOfpm
SHEET
# 25% 50%S 50%E 75% 100% 75% 50%H 50%V 25%
1 0.27 0.56 0.65 1.05 1.33 1.07 0.66 0.64 0.28
2 0.28 0.56 0.62 1.02 1.33 1.05 0.66 0.63 0.28
3 0.27 0.56 0.65 1.06 1.36 1.08 0.66 0.63 0.28
4 0.27 0.57 0.63 1.03 1.37 1.04 0.65 0.63 0.29
5 0.28 0.57 0.66 1.05 1.37 1.06 0.67 0.63 0.28
6 0.26 0.56 0.63 1.01 1.36 1.04 0.64 0.62 0.29
7 0.28 0.55 0.66 1.04 1.36 1.06 0.66 0.63 0.29
8 0.27 0.56 0.65 1.04 1.36 1.05 0.65 0.63 0.29
9 0.28 0.56 0.66 1.06 1.40 1.08 0.66 0.64 0.28
10 0.27 0.57 0.65 1.03 1.36 1.07 0.65 0.62 0.29
11 0.28 0.57 0.66 1.07 1.39 1.08 0.67 0.63 0.28
12 0.26 0.56 0.63 1.01 1.38 1.06 0.64 0.61 0.27
13 0.28 0.57 0.66 1.05 1.38 1.08 0.66 0.63 0.28
14 0.26 0.57 0.64 1.04 1.36 1.05 0.66 0.61 0.29
15 0.27 0.56 0.65 1.03 1.34 1.07 0.66 0.63 0.29
16 0.28 0.57 0.64 1.02 1.39 1.07 0.67 0.63 0.28
17 0.28 0.57 0.67 1.06 1.33 1.07 0.66
0.64 0.29
18 0.28 0.58 0.64 1.13 1.38 1.06 0.66
0.63 0.29
19 0.28 0.57 0.65 1.05 1.37 1.07 0.66
0.62 0.28
20 0.27 0.56 0.63 1.02 1.34 1.04
0.65 0.64 0.29
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APPENDIX A
( CONTINUED )
Scale Number 2. lOOOfpm
SHEET
# 25% 50%S 50%E 75% 100% 75% 50%H 50%V 25%
1 0.29 0.57 0.66 1.07 1.38 1.07 0.67 0.63 0.27
2 0.28 0.57 0.62 1.02 1.37 1.03 0.64 0.63 0.28
3 0.29 0.58 0.66 1.06 1.38 1.09 0.67 0.64 0.28
4 0.29 0.58 0.62 1.03 1.39 1.04 0.64 0.62 0.29
5 0.29 0.58 0.66 1.06 1.35 1.06 0.68 0.64 0.29
6 0.28 0.58 0.62 1.01 1.38 1.03 0.64 0.61 0.28
7 0.29 0.57 0.67 1.07 1.36 1.07 0.68 0.65 0.28
8 0.28 0.58 0.63 1.03 1.42 1.04 0.65 0.63 0.28
9 0.29 0.58 0.67 1.07 1.38 1.08 0.68 0.65 0.29
10 0.29 0.58 0.63 1.00 1.32 1.02 0.64 0.63 0.28
11 0.27 0.56 0.66 1.06 1.35 1.06 0.67 0.63 0.28
12 0.27 0.57 0.62 1.04 1.36 1.02 0.64 0.61 0.27
13 0.28 0.57 0.67 1.07 1.36 1.07 0.67 0.63 0.28
14 0.28 0.58 0.62 1.01 1.33 1.01 0.64 0.62 0.28
15 0.29 0.57 0.67 1.08 1.38 1.07 0.67 0.66 0.29
16 0.28 0.58 0.62 1.03 1.39 1.03 0.65 0.64 0.28
17 0.29 0.57 0.67 1.08 1.37 1.08 0.68 0.65 0.29
18 0.29 0.58 0.63 1.02 1.35 1.03 0.64 0.63 0.29
19 0.28 0.58 0.67 1.06 1.40 1.08 0.69
0.64 0.29
20 0.28 0.57 0.62 1.02 1.36 1.02
0.64 0.62 0.28
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APPENDIX A
( CONTINUED )
Scale Number 3. lOOOfpm
SHEET
# 25% 50%S 50%E 75% 100% 75% 50%H 50%V 25%
1 0.27 0.58 0.61 1.03 1.45 1.02 0.63 0.64 0.28
2 0.29 0.59 0.65 1.06 1.40 1.03 0.66 0.66 0.29
3 0.29 0.58 0.61 1.03 1.44 1.03 0.65 0.64 0.29
4 0.29 0.59 0.65 1.07 1.44 1.05 0.67 0.65 0.29
5 0.29 0.59 0.63 1.03 1.42 1.03 0.66 0.65 0.30
6 0.29 0.59 0.66 1.05 1.41 1.03 0.67 0.65 0.30
7 0.28 0.58 0.61 1.02 1.44 1.02 0.65 0.63 0.28
8 0.28 0.59 0.66 1.03 1.40 1.04 0.66 0.66 0.30
9 0.28 0.58 0.63 1.03 1.44 1.03 0.66 0.65 0.29
10 0.29 0.59 0.66 1.05 1.41 1.06 0.67 0.65 0.30
11 0.28 0.57 0.62 1.03 1.42 1.02 0.62 0.64 0.27
12 0.28 0.59 0.66 1.06 1.41 1.03 0.65 0.65 0.29
13 0.29 0.59 0.63 1.03 1.44 1.03 0.65 0.65 0.29
14 0.28 0.58 0.64 1.04 1.38 1.04 0.66 0.65 0.30
15 0.28 0.58 0.62 1.02 1.45 1.03 0.64 0.64 0.29
16 0.30 0.59 0.66 1.06 1.42 1.05 0.66 0.65 0.30
17 0.29 0.59 0.63 1.04 1.46 1.05 0.65 0.65 0.29
18 0.29 0.59 0.66 1.07 1.40 1.06 0.67 0.66 0.30
19 0.28 0.59 0.63 1.03 1.39 1.03 0.65 0.64 0.29
20 0.28 0.58 0.65 1.07 1.42 1.03 0.66 0.65 0.30
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APPENDIX A
( CONTINUED )
Scale Number 4. lOOOfpm
SHEET
# 25% 50%S 50%E 75% 100% 75% 50%H 50%V 25%
1 0.27 0.54 0.61 1.01 1.39 1.00 0.65 0.63 0.26
2 0.27 0.56 0.63 1.05 1.38 1.03 0.65 0.65 0.29
3 0.27 0.55 0.62 1.04 1.40 1.00 0.64 0.62 0.27
4 0.28 0.56 0.62 1.07 1.39 1.03 0.64 0.64 0.28
5 0.27 0.55 0.63 1.03 1.40 1.03 0.64 0.64 0.28
6 0.28 0.56 0.61 1.06 1.41 1.02 0.63 0.63 0.28
7 0.27 0.55 0.63 1.01 1.43 1.01 0.64 0.63 0.27
8 0.28 0.56 0.62 1.07 1.42 1.03 0.64 0.62 0.27
9 0.27 0.55 0.63 1.04 1.41 1.03 0.65 0.63 0.28
10 0.29 0.56 0.62 1.06 1.38 1.01 0.65 0.63 0.29
11 0.27 0.55 0.63 1.04 1.44 1.02 0.65 0.62 0.27
12 0.27 0.56 0.63 1.07 1.40 1.02 0.65 0.64 0.28
13 0.27 0.55 0.64 1.04 1.43 1.02 0.65 0.63 0.28
14 0.27 0.56 0.61 1.07 1.42 1.02 0.65 0.64 0.28
15 0.29 0.56 0.63 1.03 1.41 1.02 0.65 0.64 0.28
16 0.28 0.56 0.63 1.08 1.41 1.04 0.64 0.65 0.28
17 0.28 0.56 0.64 1.04 1.42 1.02 0.66 0.65 0.28
18 0.28 0.57 0.62 1.09 1.45 1.05 0.65 0.65 0.29
19 0.27 0.55 0.62 1.00 1.38 1.01 0.64 0.63 0.27
20 0.28 0.57 0.62 1.04 1.42 1.04 0.65 0.65 0.28
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APPENDIX A
( CONTINUED )
Scale Number 1. 1200fpm
SHEET
# 25% 50%S 50%E 75% 100% 75% 50%H 50%V 25%
1 0.26 0.55 0.61 1.00 1.34 1.03 0.64 0.61 0.27
2 0.27 0.55 0.61 1.01 1.36 1.01 0.64 0.61 0.28
3 0.27 0.55 0.62 1.00 1.32 1.03 0.64 0.62 0.28
4 0.26 0.56 0.60 1.00 1.35 1.02 0.63 0.60 0.28
5 0.28 0.55 0.62 1.03 1.35 1.04 0.64 0.62 0.28
6 0.27 0.55 0.59 0.99 1.32 1.01 0.63 0.61 0.28
7 0.27 0.56 0.62 1.01 1.34 1.04 0.65 0.63 0.28
8 0.26 0.55 0.60 0.98 1.36 1.02 0.62 0.60 0.27
9 0.27 0.55 0.60 0.99 1.34 1.01 0.64 0.61 0.28
10 0.27 0.55 0.62 1.01 1.34 1.03 0.64 0.61 0.28
11 0.26 0.54 0.60 0.98 1.32 1.01 0.64 0.61 0.28
12 0.27 0.55 0.62 1.00 1.32 1.02 0.65 0.62 0.28
13 0.27 0.55 0.60 0.98 1.32 1.01 0.63 0.62 0.28
14 0.27 0.55 0.61 1.01 1.36 1.03 0.65 0.61 0.28
15 0.27 0.55 0.61 0.99 1.31 1.03 0.63 0.60 0.28
16 0.27 0.55 0.61 1.01 1.33 1.03 0.64 0.61 0.29
17 0.26 0.54 0.60 1.01 1.35 1.03 0.63 0.60 0.28
18 0.27 0.55 0.61 1.01 1.37 1.04 0.63 0.60
0.28
19 0.27 0.56 0.60 1.00 1.34 1.01 0.63
0.60 0.28
20 0.27 0.56 0.63 1.02 1.38 1.03 0.64
0.62 0.28
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APPENDIX A
(CONTINUED)
Scale Number 2. 1200fpm
SHEET
# 25% 50%S 50%E 75% 100% 75% 50%H 50%V 25%
1 0.29 0.59 0.66 1.09 1.40 1.10 0.68 0.65 0.29
2 0.29 0.60 0.67 1.10 1.42 1.10 0.68 0.64 0.30
3 0.29 0.60 0.67 1.10 1.41 1.11 0.68 0.65 0.30
4 0.29 0.60 0.64 1.06 1.44 1.06 0.66 0.64 0.30
5 0.29 0.59 0.67 1.10 1.40 1.10 0.68 0.65 0.30
6 0.28 0.59 0.63 1.03 1.39 1.04 0.65 0.64 0.29
7 0.29 0.60 0.68 1.11 1.43 1.11 0.68 0.66 0.30
8 0.29 0.62 0.64 1.06 1.44 1.07 0.66 0.64 0.30
9 0.29 0.60 0.64 1.05 1.38 1.05 0.66 0.64 0.30
10 0.29 0.59 0.67 1.10 1.42 1.11 0.69 0.64 0.29
11 0.29 0.60 0.64 1.05 1.41 1.06 0.66 0.64 0.30
12 0.29 0.59 0.67 1.09 1.38 1.09 0.68 0.64 0.30
13 0.29 0.59 0.64 1.07 1.46 1.06 0.66 0.65 0.30
14 0.29 0.59 0.67 1.11 1.39 1.10 0.69 0.65 0.29
15 0.29 0.60 0.65 1.06 1.42 1.08 0.66 0.64 0.30
16 0.28 0.59 0.67 1.08 1.38 1.10 0.68 0.64 0.30
17 0.28 0.59 0.63 1.04 1.42 1.06 0.65 0.63 0.29
18 0.29 0.59 0.66 1.10 1.41 1.08 0.68 0.64 0.30
19 0.29 0.59 0.63 1.05 1.40 1.05 0.65 0.64 0.30
20 0.25 0.59 0.68 1.10 1.42 1.10 0.69 0.66 0.30
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APPENDIX A
(CONTINUED)
Scale Number 3. 1200fpm
SHEET
# 25% 50%S 50%E 75% 100% 75% 50%H 50%V 25%
1 0.27 0.58 0.61 0.99 1.40 0.99 0.62 0.64 0.29
2 0.27 0.58 0.61 1.00 1.43 1.00 0.64 0.64 0.30
3 0.28 0.56 0.59 1.00 1.39 1.00 0.64 0.63 0.29
4 0.29 0.58 0.63 1.01 1.37 1.01 0.64 0.65 0.31
5 0.27 0.57 0.60 1.00 1.42 1.01 0.64 0.63 0.30
6 0.27 0.57 0.63 1.00 1.40 1.01 0.63 0.63 0.29
7 0.27 0.57 0.659 0.98 1.40 0.99 0.63 0.64 0.30
8 0.27 0.59 0.63 1.02 1.38 1.02 0.65 0.65 0.31
9 0.29 0.59 0.64 1.03 1.41 1.04 0.65 0.65 0.30
10 0.28 0.58 0.61 1.00 1.41 1.01 0.64 0.65 0.30
11 0.27 0.58 0.63 1.01 1.41 1.03 0.65 0.65 0.30
12 0.27 0.57 0.61 1.00 1.42 1.02 0.64 0.64 0.30
13 0.28 0.58 0.63 1.02 1.40 1.02 0.63 0.65 0.30
14 0.27 0.57 0.61 1.00 1.42 1.02 0.64 0.64 0.30
15 0.28 0.58 0.62 1.02 1.36 1.03 0.64 0.64 0.30
16 0.28 0.58 0.60 1.01 1.39 1.01 0.64 0.64 0.30
17 0.28 0.57 0.63 1.01 1.38 1.02 0.65 0.64 0.30
18 0.27 0.57 0.61 1.01 1.43 1.01 0.64 0.64 0.30
19 0.28 0.58 0.63 1.02 1.42 1.02 0.64
0.64 0.30
20 0.27 0.57 0.60 1.01 1.41 1.01 0.64 0.65
0.30
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(CONTINUED)
Scale Number 4. 1200fpm
SHEET
# 25% 50%S 50%E 75% 100% 75% 50%H 50%V 25%
1 0.26 0.56 0.61 1.01 1.39 0.99 0.63 0.62 0.27
2 0.27 0.56 0.60 1.02 1.42 0.99 0.62 0.62 0.27
3 0.28 0.56 0.61 1.02 1.43 1.00 0.63 0.61 0.28
4 0.28 0.57 0.61 1.04 1.42 1.02 0.64 0.63 0.29
5 0.27 0.55 0.62 1.02 1.39 1.01 0.63 0.61 0.27
6 0.27 0.56 0.60 1.02 1.36 1.00 0.63 0.63 0.28
7 0.27 0.56 0.62 1.02 1.37 0.99 0.63 0.62 0.28
8 0.28 0.57 0.59 1.03 1.38 1.01 0.63 0.63 0.28
9 0.27 0.58 0.60 1.03 1.38 1.01 0.64 0.63 0.29
10 0.27 0.56 0.61 1.01 1.41 1.01 0.64 0.62 0.27
11 0.27 0.57 0.60 1.03 1.40 1.00 0.62 0.62 0.28
12 0.27 0.55 0.62 1.01 1.41 1.01 0.64 0.62 0.28
13 0.27 0.57 0.61 1.01 1.38 0.99 0.62 0.62 0.28
14 0.28 0.56 0.62 1.02 1.43 1.01 0.63 0.62 0.28
15 0.28 0.57 0.60 1.02 1.40 1.01 0.62 0.61 0.28
16 0.26 0.55 0.62 1.02 1.41 1.01 0.63 0.62 0.28
17 0.27 0.57 0.60 1.02 1.42 1.01 0.63 0.63 0.28
18 0.27 0.55 0.62 1.02 1.42 1.02 0.64 0.62 0.28
19 0.27 0.56 0.61 1.03 1.45 1.01 0.63 0.62 0.28
20 0.28 0.56 0.62 1.01 1.43 1.01 0.63 0.62 0.28
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INKOMETER TACK READINGS
ROCHESTER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
GRAPHIC ARTS RESEARCH C ENTER
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 1462J
w ?-}/-?
INKOMETER TACK READINGS
Company '
Type T\j/0 H/*,
Color
_
20 kc.
1 min.
20 kc.
Coated */t> BlocK
-HI
>
/<a /
AI_
I mm.
2 min.
3 min.
4 min.
5 min.
Formula Number
Batch Number /2^Q6
Label Date A /^ -?
/o.J
//. 7
,6
/ 5.4
/o.
6 mm
7 min.
8 min.
9 min.
10 min.
2,/. 7
z3.f
2-&J
2.k.~L
Colo
20 tec.
I min.
20 sec.
1 min.
2 min.
3 min.
4 min.
5 min.
6 min.
7 mm.
8 mm.
9 mm.
10 min.
Color
20 ec.
_
1 min.
20 kc.
Color .
20kc.._
i min.
20 kc.
1 min.
2 min.
3 min.
4 min.
5 min.
1 min.
2 min.
3 min.
4 min.
5 min.
6 mm.
7 min.
8 min.
9 mm.
10 min.
6 min.
^
Tiin.
8 min.
9 min.
10 min.
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APPENDIX C
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PROGRAM
*/ SAS Procra. written for Ja*es Mudge, Thesis Candidate - Printing/*
*/ Written by
/ Date
*/ Last update
OPTIONS LS 70;
Daniel C Saialek /*;
February 21 , 1988 /*;
March 18. 1988 /*;
VALUE SH 1 SHEET01
'
5
'SHEET05'
9 - 'SEEET09
13 'SHEET'.
3'
17
sheet:--
FILENAME EXPERMNT 'DENS I Pi' DAT';
DATA;
INFILE EXrkJOWl :
INPUT SPEED SHEETNO LOCATION SCALE DENSREAD;
f
PROC FORMAT;
*/ Format labels for Target Scale /*;
t
VALUE SCL 1 -
' 25X DOT- 1st
'
2 = ' 50* ELLIPTICAL' 3 - ' 50* SQUARE DOT'
4 -
' 75X DOT- 1st
'
5 = ' 100* SOLID1 6 = ' 75X DOT-2nd'
7
' 50* HORIZONTAL' 8 = ' 50* VERTICAL' 9 = ' 25* DOT-2nd';
f
*/ Format labels for Sheet Nuber /*;
2 - SHEET02' 3 - 'SHEET03* 4 - 'SEEET04'
6 SHEET06' 7 - 'SHEET07' 8 - 'SHEET08'
1C - SHEET10' 11 * 'SHEET11' 12 - SHEET12'
14 SHEET14' 15 - 'SHEET15' Iff- ' SHKKT16 '
18 SHEET18' 19 = 'SHEET!*' 20 =- 'SHEET20' ;
f
*/ Foraat labels for Location of Target Scale /*;
VALUE LC 1 -
' LOCAT I ON A 2 - ' LOCATION B '
3 - LOCATION C 4 - 'LOCATION D ';
*'/ Format labels for ^ress Speed /*;
VALUE SP 600 - 60C FT
MIN' 800 = ' 800 PT/MIN'
: 1000 - 100C FT
KIN'
1200 = '1200 FT/MIN' ;
f
PROC ANOVA;
tltle2 ' ' ;
tltle3 'SAS DATA ANALYSIS;
tltle4 'JAMES KUDGE';
tltle5 'Thesis Candidate
Printing'
;
tltle6 ' ' ;
tltle7 'ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE DENSITY READING by SCALE';
title8 '
'
:
CLASS SCALE;
MODEL DENSREAD = SCALE;
MEANS SCALE /scheffe;
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APPENDIX C (CONTINUED)
FORMAT SCALE SCL . ;
FORMAT SPEED SP.;
FORMAT LOCATION LC. ;
FORMAT SHEETNO SH. ;
t
PROC GLM;
tltle7 "ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE';
title8 ' DENSITY READING by SCALE, SPEED. ft LOCATION ft INTERACTIONS'-
title9 ' ' ;
*/ Procedure PROC GLM run to analyze aultiple factors /;
CLASSES SCALE SPEED LOCATION ;
/ Independent variables SCALE, SPEED, ft LOCATION /*;
MODEL DENSREAD - SCALE SPEED LOCATION
SCALE*SPEED SCALE*LOCATION SPEED*LOCATION
SCALE*SPEED*LOCATION ;
*/ Dependent variable DENSITY READING /*;
MEANS SCALE SPEED LOCATION /scheffe;
*/ Means at each level of the independent variable requested along with
the SCHEFFE 'S MULTIPLE COMPARISON TEST /*;;
FORMAT SCALE SCL.;
FORMAT SPEED SP.;
FORMAT LOCATION LC. ;
t
PROC TABULATE;
tltle7 'TABULATED BREAKDOWN* ;
title8 ' MEAN DENSITY READING of SCALE and SPEED' ;
tltle9 ';
CLASS SCALE SPEED;
VAR DENSREAD *
TABLE SCALE*SPEED*(MEAN) .DENSREAD;
PROC TABULATE:
t
title7 'TABULATED
BREAKDOWN'
;
tltle8 ' MEAN DENSITY READING of SCALE and LOCATION' ;
title9 ' ';
CLASS SCALE LOCATION;
VAR DENSREAD;
TABLE
SCALE*LOCATION* (MEAN ) . DENSREAD ;
PROC TABULATE;
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FORMAT SCALE SCL. ;
t
PROC ANOVA;
tltle7 'ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OP VARIANCE DENSITY READING by SPEED';
title8 ' '
f
CLASS SPEED:
MODEL DENSREAD SPEED;
MEANS SPEED /scbeffe;
FORMAT SPEED SP. ;
PROC ANOVA:
tltle7 'ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE DENSITY READING by LOCATION';
title8 ' '
CLASS LOCATION;
MODEL DENSREAD - LOCATION.
MEANS LOCATION /scneffe;
FORMAT LOCATION LC . .
PROC ANOVA;
title7 'ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE DENSITY READING by SHEET NUMBER' ;
title8 ' '
CLASS SHEETNO.
MODEL DENSREAD - SHEETNO.
MEANS SHEETNO scneffe.
FORMAT SHEETNO SH .
PROC GLM:
tltle7 'ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE';
tltle8 ' DENSITY READING by SCALE. SPEED, LOCATION, ft SHEET NUMBER";
title9 ' '
*/ Procedure PROC GLX run to analyze wultiple factors /*;
CLASSES SCALE SPEED LOCATION SHEETNO;
*/ Independent variables SCALE. SPEED. LOCATION, ft SHEETNO /*;
MODEL DENSREAD - SCALE SPEED LOCATION SHEETNO ;
*/ Dependent variable DENSITY READING /*;
MEANS SCALE SPEED LOCATION SHEETNO /scheffe;
/ Means at each level of the independent variable requested along with
the SCHEFFE 'S MULTIPLE COMPARISON TEST /*;;
APPENDIX C (CONTINUED)
tltle7 'TABULATED BREAKDOWN' ;
titled
' MEAN DENSITY READING of SPEED and LOCATION1;
title9 ':
CLASS SPEED LOCATION;
VAR DENSREAD;
TABLE SPEED*LOCATION*(MEAN).DENSREAD;
PROC TABULATE;
title? 'TABULATED
BREAKDOWN*
;
titles ' MEAN DENSITY READING of SCALE, SPEED, and
LOCATION'
tltle9 ' ';
CLASS SCALE SPEED LOCATION;
VAR DENSREAD;
TABLE SCALE. SPEED*LOCATI
ON* (MEAN). DENSREAD;
ENDSAS;
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ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE DENSITY READING by SCALE
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PROCEDURE
CLASS LEVEL INFORMATION
CLASS LEVELS VALUES
SCALE 9 100* SOLID 25* DOT-lst 25* D0T-2nd 50*
ELLIPTICAL
SOX HORIZONTAL 50* SQUARE DOT 50* VERTICAL
7 5X DOT 1st 75* D0T-2nd
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS IN DATA SET = 2880
APPENDIX C (CONTINUED)
ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE DENSITY READING by SCALE
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PROCEDURE
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: DENSREAD
SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES
MODEL 8 360 . 29076500
ERROR 2871 4.29955500
CORRECTED TOTAL 2879 364.59032000
MEAN SQUARE
45.03634563
0.00149758
MODEL F = 30072.73 PR > P = 0.0
R-SQUARE C.V. ROOT MSE DENSREAD MEAN
0.988207 5.1933 0.03869859 0.74516667
SOURCE DF ANOVA SS F VALUE PR > P
SCALE 8 360.29076500 30072.73 0.0
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ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE DENSITY READING by SCALE
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PROCEDURE
SCHEFPE'S TEST POR VARIABLE: DENSREAD
NOTE: THIS TEST CONTROLS THE TYPE I EXPERIMENTS I SE ERROR RATE
BUT GENERALLY HAS A HIGHER TYPE II ERROR RATE THAN REGWF
FOR ALL PAIRWISE COMPARISONS
ALPHA-0 OS DP-2871 MSE=. 0014976
CRITICAL VALUE OF F=l. 94163
HIKIKU"* SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE= . 01206
MEANS WITH THE SAKE LETTER ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT.
SCHEFFE GROUP INC MEAN N SCALE
A 1.411281 320 100* SOLID
B
B
B
1.075406 320 75* DOT-1st
1.073500 320 75* D0T-2nd
: 0.672062 320 50* HORIZONTAL
D
-
0.661563 320 50* SQUARE DOT
D
D 0.654375 320 50* VERTICAL
i 0.582687 320 50* ELLIPTICAL
t 0.290719 320 25* D0T-2nd
v 0.284906 320 25* DOT- 1st
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ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE DENSITY READING by SPEED
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PROCEDURE
CLASS LEVEL INFORMATION
CLASS LEVELS VALUES
SPEED 4 1000 FT/MIN 1200 PT/MIN 600 PT/MIN 800 FT/MIN
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS IN DATA SET = 2880
APPENDIX C (CONTINUED)
ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE DENSITY READING by SPEED
111
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PROCEDURE
DEPENDENT VARIABLE DENSREAD
SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES
MODEL 3 1.84938194
ERROR 2 87 6 362.74093806
CORRECTED TOTAL 2 87 9 364.59032000
MEAN SQUARE
0.61646065
0.12612689
MODEL P ; 89 PR > F = 0.0022
R-SQUARE
0.005072 4 7 C5 96
ROOT MSE
0.35514348
DENSREAD MEAN
0.74516667
SOURCE
SPEED
ANOVA SS . F VALUE PR > F
1.84938194 4.89 0.0022
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ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE DENSITY READING by SPEED
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PROCEDURE
SCHEFFE'S TEST FOR VARIABLE: DENSREAD
NOTE: THIS TEST CONTROLS THE TYPE I EXPERIMENTWISE ERROR RATE
BUT GENERALLY HAS A HIGHER TYPE II ERROR RATE THAN REGWF
FOR ALL PAIRWISE COMPARISONS
ALPHA=0.05 DF=2876 MSE=0. 126127
CRITICAL VALUE OF F=2. 60800
MINIMUM SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE^ 05236
MEANS WITH THE SAME LETTER ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT.
GROUPING MEAN N SPEED
A
A
B A
B
B
B
B
0.78494
0.74893
720
720
600 FT/MIN
800 FT/MIN
0.72688
0.71992
720
720
1000 FT/MIN
1200 FT/MIN
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ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE DENSITY READING by LOCATION
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PROCEDURE
CLASS LEVEL INFORMATION
CLASS LEVELS VALUES
LOCATION 4 LOCATION A LOCATION B LOCATION C LOCATION D
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS IN DATA SET = 2880
APPENDIX C (CONTINUED)
ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE DENSITY READING by LOCATION
114
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PROCEDURE
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: DENSREAD
SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES
MODEL 3 0.45737028
ERROR 2876 364.13294972
CORRECTED TOTAL 2879 364.59032000
MEAN SQUARE
0.15245676
0.12661090
MODEL F 1.20 PR > F = 0.3067
R-SQUARE
0.001254
C.V.
47.7510
ROOT MSE
0.35582426
DENSREAD MEAN
0.74516667
SOURCE
LOCATION
DF
3
ANOVA SS
0.45737028
F VALUE PR > F
1.20 0.3067
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ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE DENSITY READING by LOCATION
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PROCEDURE
SCHEFFE'S TEST POR VARIABLE: DENSREAD
NOTE: THIS TEST CONTROLS THE TYPE I EXPERIMENTWISE ERROR RATE
BUT GENERALLY HAS A HIGHER TYPE II ERROR RATE THAN REGWF
POR ALL PAIRWISE COMPARISONS
ALPHA-0 05 DP=2876 MSE=0. 126611
CRITICAL VALUE OF F=2. 60800
MINIMUM SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE= . 05246
MEANS WITH THE SAME LETTER ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT.
SCHEPFE GROUPING MEAN N LOCATION
A 0.75942 720 LOCATION C
A
A 0.75569 720 LOCATION B
A
A 0.73546 720 LOCATION A
A
A 0.73010 720 LOCATION D
APPENDIX C (CONTINUED)
ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE DENSITY READING by SHEET NUMBER
116
CLASS LEVELS
SHEETNO 20
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PROCEDURE
CLASS LEVEL INFORMATION
VALUES
SHEET01 SHEET02 SHEET03 SHEET04 SHEET05 SHEET06
SHEET07 SHEET08 SHEET09 SHEET10 SHEET11 SHEET12
SHEET13 SHEET14 SHEET15 SHEET16 SHEET17 SHEET18
SHEET19 SHEET20
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS IN DATA SET = 2880
APPENDIX C (CONTINUED)
ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE -- DENSITY READING by SHEET NUMBER
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PROCEDURE
DEPENDENT VARIABLE DENSREAD
SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES
MODEL 19 0.01230056
ERROR 2860 364.57801944
CORRECTED TOTAL 2879 364.59032000
MEAN SQUARE
0.00064740
0.12747483
MODEL F PR > F = 1.0000
R-SQUARE
0.000034 -) : 3 f.
ROOT MSE
0.35703618
DENSREAD MEAN
0.74516667
SOURCE
SHEETNO
DF ANOVA SS F VALUE PR > P
0.01230056 0.01 1.0000
APPENDIX C (CONTINUED)
ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE DENSITY READING by SHEET NUMBER
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PROCEDURE
SCHEFFE'S TEST FOR VARIABLE: DENSREAD
NOTE: THIS TEST CONTROLS THE TYPE I EXPERIMENTWISE ERROR RATE
BUT GENERALLY HAS A HIGHER TYPE II ERROR RATE THAN REGWF
FOR ALL PAIRWISE COMPARISONS
ALPHA-0.05 DF=2860 MSE=0. 127475
CRITICAL VALUE OF F=l. 59015
MINIMUM SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE= .23128
MEANS WITH THE SAME LETTER ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT.
SCHEFFE GROUPING MEAN N SHEETNO
A 0.74882 144 SHEET18
A
A 0.74757 144 SHEET08
A
0 . 74729 144A SHEET09
A
A 0 . 74708 144 SHEET20
A
A 0.74687 144 SHEET15
A
A 0.74639 144 SHEET19
A
A 0.74632 144 SHEET13
A
A 0.74597 144 SHEET14
A
A 0 . 74535 144 SHEET05
A
A 0.74528 144 SHEET16
A
A 0.74528 144 SHEET10
A
A 0.74521 144 SHEET04
A
A 0.74507 144 SHEET17
A
A 0.74507 144 SHEET03
A
A 0 . 74396 144 SHEET07
A
A 0.74389 144 SHEET11
A
A 0.74368 144 SHEET02
A
A 0.74306 144 SHEET12
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ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE DENSITY READING by SHEET NUMBER
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PROCEDURE
SCHEFFE GROUPING MEAN N SHEETNO
A
A 0.74062 144 SHEET06
A
A 0.74056 144 SHEET01
APPENDIX C (CONTINUED)
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DENSITY READING by SCALE, SPEED. LOCATION, ft SHEET NUMBER
120
CLASS
SCALE
LEVELS
9
SPEED 4
LOCATION 4
SHEETNO 20
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE
CLASS LEVEL INFORMATION
VALUES
100* SOLID 25* DOT-lst 25* D0T-2nd 50* ELLIPTICAL
50* HORIZONTAL 50* SQUARE DOT 50* VERTICAL
75* DOT-lst 75* D0T-2nd
1000 FT/MIN 1200 FT/MIN 600 FT/MIN 800 PT/MIN
LOCATION A LOCATION B LOCATION C LOCATION D
SHEET01 SHEET02 SHEET03 SHEET04 SHEET05 SHEET06
SHEET07 SHEET08 SHEET09 SHEET10 SHEET11 SHEET12
SHEET13 SHEET14 SHEET15 SHEET16 SHEET17 SHEET18
SHEET19 SHEET20
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS IN DATA SET = 2880
APPENDIX C (CONTINUED)
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DENSITY READING by SCALE. SPEED, LOCATION, ft SHEET NUMBER
121
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE
DEPENDENT VARIABLE DENSREAD
SOURCE DP SUM OF SQUARES
MODEL 3 3 362.60981778
ERROR 2 84 6 1.98050222
CORRECTED TOTAL 287 'j 364.59032000
MEAN SQUARE
10.98817630
0.00069589
MODEL F '90 ! : PR > F = 0.0
R-SQUARE
0.994568 2 j401
ROOT MSE
0 . 02637972
DENSREAD MEAN
0.74516667
SOURCE
SCALE
SPEED
LOCATION
SHEETNO
SOURCE
SCALE
SPEED
LOCATION
SHEETNO
DF
e
3
1
TYPE I SS F VALUE PR > F
360.29076500 64717.64 0.0
1.84938194 885.86 0.0
0.45737028 219.08 0.0
0.01230056 0.93 0.5443
TYPE III SS F VALUE PR > F
360.29076500 64717.64 0.0
1.84938194 885.86 0.0
0.45737028 219.08 0.0
0.01230056 0.93 0.5443
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DENSITY READING by SCALE, SPEED, LOCATION, ft SHEET NUMBER
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE
SCHEFFE'S TEST FOR VARIABLE: DENSREAD
NOTE: THIS TEST CONTROLS THE TYPE I EXPERIMENTWISE ERROR RATE
BUT GENERALLY HAS A HIGHER TYPE II ERROR RATE THAN REGWF
FOR ALL PAIRWISE COMPARISONS
ALPHA=0 . 05 DF=2846 MSE=7 . OE-04
CRITICAL VALUE OF F=l. 94165
MINIMUM SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE= . 00822
MEANS WITH THE SAME LETTER ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT.
SCHEFFE GROUPING MEAN N SCALE
A 1.411281 320 100* SOLID
B
B
B
1.075406 320 75* DOT-lst
1.073500 320 75* DOT-2nd
C 0.672062 320 50* HORIZONTAL
D 0.661563 320 50* SQUARE DOT
D
D 0.654375 320 50* VERTICAL
E 0.582687 320 50* ELLIPTICAL
F 0.290719 320 25* DOT-2nd
F
F 0.284906 320 25* DOT-lst
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DENSITY READING by SCALE. SPEED. LOCATION, ft SHEET NUMBER
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE
SCHEFFE'S TEST POR VARIABLE: DENSREAD
NOTE: THIS TEST CONTROLS THE TYPE I EXPERIMENTWISE ERROR RATE
BUT GENERALLY HAS A HIGHER TYPE II ERROR RATE THAN REGWF
FOR ALL PAIRWISE COMPARISONS
ALPHA-0 05 DP=2846 MSE=7.0E-04
CRITICAL VALUE UP F=2. 60803
MINIMUM SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE= .00389
MEANS WITH THE SAME LETTER ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT.
SCHEPPE GROUPING MEAN N SPEED
A 0.784944 720 600 FT/MIN
B 0.748931 720 800 PT/MIN
C
0.726875" 72Q 1000 FT/MIN
l> 0.719917 720 1200 FT/MIN
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DENSITY READING by SCALE, SPEED. LOCATION, ft SHEET NUMBER
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE
SCHEFFE'S TEST FOR VARIABLE: DENSREAD
NOTE: THIS TEST CONTROLS THE TYPE I EXPERIMENTWISE ERROR RATE
BUT GENERALLY HAS A HIGHER TYPE II ERROR RATE THAN REGWF
FOR ALL PAIRWISE COMPARISONS
ALPHA-0 . 05 DF=2846 MSE=7 . OE-04
CRITICAL VALUE OF F=2. 60803
MINIMUM SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE'. 00389
MEANS WITH THE SAME LETTER ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT.
SCHEFFE GROUPING MEAN N LOCATION
A 0.759417 720 LOCATION C
A
A 0.755694 720 LOCATION B
B 0.735458 720 LOCATION A
C 0.730097 720 LOCATION D
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DENSITY READING by SCALE. SPEED, LOCATION, ft SHEET NUMBER
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE
SCHEFFE'S TEST POR VARIABLE: DENSREAD
NOTE: THIS TEST CONTROLS THE TYPE I EXPERIMENTWISE ERROR RATE
BUT GENERALLY HAS A HIGHER TYPE II ERROR RATE THAN REGWF
FOR ALL PAIRWISE COMPARISONS
ALPHA-0 05 DF=2846 MSE=7 . OE-04
rpmCAl VALUE OF F-l. 59017
MINIMUM SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE= .01709
MEANS WITH THE SAME LETTER ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT.
SCHEPPE GROUPINGN MEAN N SHEETNO
A
A
A
A
0.748819 144 SHEET18
0.747569
0.747292
0.747083
144
144
144
SHEET08
A
A
SHKKT09
A
A
A
SHKET20
0.746875 144 SHEET15
A
A 0.746389 144 SHEET19
A
A 0.746319 144 SHEET13
A
A 0.745972 144 SHEET14
A
A 0.745347 144 SHEET05
A
A 0.745278 144 SHEET16
A
A 0.745278 144 SHEET10
A
A 0.745208 144 SHEET04
A
A 0.745069 144 SHEET17
A
A 0 . 745069 144 SHEET03
A
A 0 . 743958 144 SHEET07
A
A 0.743889 144 SHEET11
A
A 0.743681 144 SHEET02
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DENSITY READING by SCALE. SPEED, LOCATION, & SHEET NUMBER
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE
SCHEFFE GROUPING MEAN N SHEETNO
A
A 0.743056 144 SHEET12
A
A 0.740625 144 SHEET06
A
A 0.740556 144 SHEET01
APPENDIX C (CONTINUED)
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DENSITY READING by SCALE. SPEED, ft LOCATION 4 INTERACTIONS
127
CLASS
SCALE
LEVELS
9
SPEED 4
LOCATION 4
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE
CLASS LEVEL INFORMATION
VALUES
100X SOLID 25* DOT-lst 25* DOT-2nd 50* ELLIPTICAL
50X HORIZONTAL 50* SQUARE DOT 50* VERTICAL
7 3X DOT-lst 75* D0T-2nd
1000 PT/MIN 1200 FT/MIN 600 FT/MIN 800 FT/MIN
LOCATION A LOCATION B LOCATION C LOCATION D
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS IN DATA SET = 2880
APPENDIX C (CONTINUED)
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DENSITY READING by SCALE. SPEED, ft LOCATION - ft INTERACTIONS
128
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: DENSREAD
SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE
MODEL 143 363.97911000 2..54530846
pnnnn
CAAUA 2736 0.61121000 0..00022340
CORRECTED TOTAL 2879 364.59032000
MODEL F - 11393.73 PR > P - 0.0
R-SQUARE C.V. ROOT MSE DENSREAD MEAN
0.998324 2 . 0058 0.01494642 0. 74516667
SOURCE DF TYPE I SS F VALUE PR > F
SCALE 8 360.29076500 99999 . 99 0.0
SPEED 3 1.84938194 2759 . 50 0.0
LOCATION 3 0.45737028 682 . 45 0.0
SCALE*SPEED 24 0 . 50934806 95.00 0.0
SCALE*LOCATION 24 0 . 34696972 64.72 0.0
SPEED*LOCATION 9 0.36531778 181.70 0.0
SCALE*SPEED*LOCATIO 72 0.15995722 9.94 0.0
SOURCE DF TYPE III SS F VALUE PR > F
SCALE 8 360.29076500 99999.99 0.0
SPEED 3 1.84938194 2759.50 0.0
LOCATION 3 0.45737028 682.45 0.0
SCALE*SPEED 24 0 . 50934806 95.00 0.0
SCALE*LOCATION 24 0.34696972 64.72 0.0
SPEED*LOCATION 9 0.36531778 181.70 0.0
SCALE*SPEED*LOCATIO 72 0.15995722 9.94 0.0
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GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE
SCHEFFE'S TEST POR VARIABLE: DENSREAD
NOTE: THIS TEST CONTROLS THE TYPE I EXPERIMENTWISE ERROR RATE
BUT GENERALLY HAS A HIGHER TYPE II ERROR RATE THAN REGWF
FOR ALL PAIRWISE COMPARISONS
ALPHA-0.05 DP=2736 MSE=2.2E-04
CRITICAL VALUE OF F=l. 94178
MINIMUM SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE' . 00466
MEANS WITH THE SAME LETTER ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT.
N SCALE
320 100* SOLID
320 75* DOT-lst
320 75* D0T-2nd
320 50* HORIZONTAL
320 50* SQUARE DOT
320 50* VERTICAL
320 50* ELLIPTICAL
320 25* D0T-2nd
320 25* DOT-lst
SCHEFFE GROUPING MEAN
A 1.411281
B
B
B
1 . 075406
1 . 073500
C 0.672062
D 0.661563
E 0.654375
? 0.582687
G 0.290719
H 0.284906
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GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE
SCHEFFE'S TEST FOR VARIABLE: DENSREAD
NOTE: THIS TEST CONTROLS THE TYPE I EXPERIMENTWISE ERROR RATE
BUT GENERALLY HAS A HIGHER TYPE II ERROR RATE THAN REGWF
FOR ALL PAIRWISE COMPARISONS
ALPHA=0 . 05 DF=2736 MSE=2 . 2E-04
CRITICAL VALUE OF F=2. 60816
MINIMUM SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES. 0022
MEANS WITH THE SAME LETTER ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT.
SCHEFFE GROUPING MEAN N SPEED
A 0.7849444 720 600 FT/MIN
B 0 . 7489306 720 800 ET/MIM
C 0 . 7268750 720 1000 FT/MTH
D 0.7199167 720 1200 FT/MIN
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DENSITY READING by SCALE. SPEED, ft LOCATION -- ft INTERACTIONS
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE
SCHEFFE'S TEST FOR VARIABLE: DENSREAD
NOTE: THIS TEST CONTROLS THE TYPE I EXPERIMENTWISE ERROR RATE
BUT GENERALLY HAS A HIGHER TYPE II ERROR RATE THAN REGWF
FOR ALL PAIRWISE COMPARISONS
ALPHA-0.05 DP=2736 MSE=2.2E-04
CRITICAL VALUE OF F=2. 60816
MINIMUM SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES. 0022
MEANS WITH THE SAME LETTER ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT.
SCHEFPE GROUPING MEAN N LOCATION
A 0.7594167 720 LOCATION C
B 0.7556944 720 LOCATION B
C 0 . 7354583 720 LOCATION A
D 0.7300972 720 LOCATION D
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TABULATED BREAKDOWN
MEAN DENSITY READING of SCALE and SPEED
1 1 DENSREAD |
| SCA- | SPE- | |
|LE |ED | |
|1 |600 |MEAN | 0.30|
j |800 |MEAN | 0.28|
| | 1000|MEAN | 0.28|
| 1 1200|MEAN | 0.28|
|2 |600 |MEAN | 0.61|
| |800 |MEAN | 0.58|
| |1000|MEAN | 0.57|
| |1200|MEAN | 0.57|
|3 |600 IMEAN | 0.71|
| |800 IMEAN | 0.67|
| | 1000 |MEAN | 0.64|
| |1200 |MEAN | 0 . 62 1
|4 |600 IMEAN | 1.14|
| |800 |MEAN | 1.09|
| |1000 |MEAN | 1.04|
| |1200|MEAN | 1.03|
|5 |600 |MEAN | 1.44|
| |800 IMEAN | 1.43|
| |1000 IMEAN | 1.39|
| |1200 IMEAN | 1.39|
(CONTINUED)
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1 DENSREAD |
|SCA
|LE
ISPE-I |
IED | |
16 1600 |MEAN | 1 .14|
1800 IMEAN | 1.08|
|1000|MEAN | 1.04|
|1200|MEAN | 1.03|
|7 1600 |MEAN | 0.71|
1800 |MEAN | 0.68|
1 * +
; 1000 |MEAN | 0.65|
1 *- - +
| 1200 |MEAN | 0.64|
18 1600 IMEAN |
| +_
1800 |MEAN |
I 1000 IMEAN |
0.70|
0.66|
0.64|
; 1200 |MEAN | 0.63|
'9 '600 IMEAN |
;800 |MEAN |
0.30)
0.29|
I 1000 |MEAN |
; 1200 |MEAN |
0.28|
0.29|
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1 DENSREAD |
|SCA- |LOC-
-1 1
|LE |ATI-"I 1
|1
|ON 1
|1
" 1
|MEAN | 0.28|
|2 |MEAN | 0.29|
|3 |MEAN | 0.29|
|4 |MEAN | 0.28|
|2 |1 IMEAN | 0.57|
|2 |MEAN | 0.59|
|3 |MEAN | 0.60|
|4 IMEAN | 0.57|
|3 |1 |MEAN | 0.66|
|2 |MEAN | 0.68|
|3 |MEAN | 0.67|
1* |MEAN | 0.64|
\* |1 |MEAN | 1.06|
|2 |MEAN | 1.09|
|3 |MEAN | 1.09|
|4 |MEAN | 1.06|
|5 |1 |MEAN | 1.37|
1" ._+ +
|2 |MEAN | 1.41|
|3 (MEAN | 1.45|
1 ~~~._+ +- |
|4 |MEAN | 1.41|
(CONTINUED)
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1 | DENSREAD |
|SCA- |LOC -1 1
|LE |ATI -1 1
| |ON 1
16
|1
- _ |
IMEAN | 1.08|
| - + 1
|2 IMEAN | 1.10|
13 IMEAN | 1.08|
|4 IMEAN | 1.03|
|7 |1 IMEAN | 0.67|
|2 IMEAN | 0.69|
|3 IMEAN |
'
0.68|
|4 IMEAN | 0.65|
18 |1 IMEAN | 0.64|
12 IMEAN | 0.66|
|3 |MEAN | 0.67|
|4 IMEAN | 0.64|
1* |1 IMEAN | 0.29|
|2 |MEAN | 0.29|
1 _+ +_ 1
|3 |MEAN | 0.30|
|4 |MEAN | 0.28|
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1 DENSREAD |
SPE-|LOC
ED jATI
|ON
600 j
jl
"I 1
"I 1
IMEAN |
|MEAN |
0.76|
|2 0.80|
|3 |MEAN | 0.82|
\* IMEAN |
|MEAN |
0.76|
800 |1 0.75|
|2 |MEAN | 0.75|
|3 IMEAN | 0.76|
|4 |MEAN | 0.73|
1000 | 1 |MEAN | O.T2|
|2 |MEAN | 0.73|
|3 |MEAN | 0.73|
|4 (MEAN | 0.72|
1200 |1 |MEAN | 0.70|
|2 (MEAN | 0.75|
|3 |MEAN | 0.72|
|4 |MEAN | 0.71|
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TEST FORM FOR EXPERIMENT

